Safe Paths of Travel:
Projects, Results and Continuing Efforts
“Walking is a gateway mode for all transportation.”
– American Public Transportation Association
Pedestrian travel is a vital part of the vibrant economic and social life of any area,
and pedestrian amenities – such as wide sidewalks, crosswalks, curb cuts,
landscaping and benches – are beneficial additions which make communities safe,
friendly and livable. Deficiencies in the pedestrian network have a disproportionate
impact on seniors, children, low income populations and people with disabilities,
individuals for whom use of pedestrian facilities and transit is their lifeline to
independence. The federal and state governments have adopted policy language
that recognizes the importance of pedestrian infrastructure stating that an integral
step in encouraging people to walk and ride bicycles is that of retrofitting and
building „complete streets.‟ Complete streets are streets that “are designed and
operated to enable safe access for all users. Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and
bus riders of all ages and abilities are able to safely move along and across a
complete street.” 1
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1

Local Conditions

1.1

Importance of the Pedestrian Network

The public tends to focus on congestion as the primary transportation problem.
This approach does not generally address the transportation needs of people who
do not drive, primarily seniors and people with disabilities, and leaves these
populations in a disadvantaged position to advocate for improvements and funding
for projects other than increases in road capacity.
Seniors and people with disabilities are unable to exercise the fullest range of
mobility options available if they can‟t use pedestrian facilities due to issues such
as: gaps in the network, absence of curb cuts, rough or uneven pavement, and
barriers in the sidewalk network (street lights, newsstands, etc.).
Most local jurisdictions do not have the staff time and resources to evaluate the
pedestrian network at the level of detail that is possible by individuals using the
system, and require assistance with identifying and prioritizing improvements.
Not all decision makers and members of the public are aware of the difficulties
endured by seniors and people with disabilities attempting to navigate deficient
pedestrian facilities.
The local Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District provides the fixed route bus
service as well as the Americans with Disabilities Act–mandated paratransit service.
The latter is costly for the transit district and, at $4 per ride ($8 per round trip), can
cause extreme financial hardships for seniors and people with disabilities, the
majority of whom are on limited and fixed incomes.

1.2

Populations Served

According to the Senior Economic Security Index (SESI), 1 in 3 senior households
have no money left after meeting essential expenses. The Economic Security
Standard Index for elders shows that the annual gap between basic costs and
incomes is especially high in Santa Cruz County, ranging from $8,000 to $29,000
per year for those living on Social Security to $7,000 to $28,000 per year for
disabled individuals on Social Security Insurance depending on whether the
individual has a mortgage, rents or has paid off their mortgage.2
According to the California Department of Finance, the population of Santa Cruz
County residents aged 70 and older is expected to rise sharply over the next 20
years, as the baby boomers age, then level out in 2030.

2

Elder Economic Security Standard Index 2009 for Santa Cruz County;
http://www.healthpolicy.ucla.edu/eess0910_pdf/Santa-Cruz.pdf
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Nearly one-third of Santa Cruz County
residents do not drive a personal vehicle
due to their age, ability or income. A large
portion of these individuals are seniors and
people with disabilities. The California
Department of Finance currently projects a
14% increase in the rate of growth for ages
65 and under, while those 65 and older are
expected to grow by 143% through 2030.
Seniors now make up about 10% of the
population and are expected to constitute
about 21% of the population in 2030. 3 While there is demographic information
about the number of people with disabilities in the county, unfortunately there is no
way of correlating that data with the need for specialized mobility or transportation.
In 2007, about 30% of the county‟s population was of Hispanic or Latino origin.
That percentage is projected to increase to 42% in 2020, 48% in 2030, 55% in
2040 and 61% in 2050.4 In Santa Cruz County, much of the Hispanic population
lives in the southern parts of the county, an area with increased pedestrian injuries
and fatalities.

1.3

Mapping Safety Concerns

An analysis of collisions involving pedestrians in Santa Cruz County for the years
2005 – 2009 was conducted using the Statewide Integrated Traffic Record System
(SWITRS) data and the results mapped using Geographic Information System
(GIS). In addition layers were added to show concentrations of seniors. These
maps are helpful to indicate where pedestrian improvements are needed.
The maps are included in Appendix A.

1.4

Pedestrian Safety Work Group

A Pedestrian Safety Work Group comprised of volunteers and agency staff was
formed representing various community interests including:
Vision impaired – This representative is a business owner, is blind and uses a
guide dog, and is active in the sight impaired community.
Senior and disabled bus riders– The representative is the Accessible Services
Coordinator for the Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District and is responsible
for mobility management training to help people figure out how to use the

3
4

California Department of Finance
Department of Finance
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bus. He also uses a wheelchair, relies on public
transit, serves on the Commission for
Disabilities and is chair of the Elderly &
Disabled Transportation Advisory Committee.
Developmentally Disabled Individuals – The
representative is the director of Hope Services
Santa Cruz County, an agency dedicated to
assisting developmentally disabled adults
become independent and fully participating
members of the community.
Individuals Unable to use Fixed Route Transit – This representative is the
Paratransit Superintendent for ParaCruz, the Americans with Disabilities Actmandated complementary paratransit service.
Seniors – The representative is the chair of the Seniors Commission.
Advocate for Persons with Disabilities – This member was a former
representative from the Commission on Disabilities.

1.5

Coordination with Local Jurisdictions and Agencies

Santa Cruz County is comprised of 5 jurisdictions; four cities and one county which
governs the unincorporated area. The Pedestrian Safety Work Group surveyed the
jurisdictions and met with each of five jurisdictions individually on two occasions
and once as a group.
The purpose of these contacts was to get a better
understanding of the way each Public Works Department addresses the pedestrian
network by asking the following:
Does the jurisdiction regularly inventory the condition of their pedestrian
network?
Do they provide any information about the status of the pedestrian network?
Is there an administrative process to ensure prompt resolution of complaints?
Does the jurisdiction promote a community value of property owners
maintaining sidewalks?
Does the jurisdiction inform residents about their program for ensuring
maintenance?
Is there a highly visible process for reporting sidewalk issues?
Are there information and support resources for property owners seeking to
address unsafe sidewalk conditions?
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In addition, the Work Group contacted other agencies such as the Transit District
and the University of California, Santa Cruz to get a better understanding of their
practices.
The results of the discussions formed an understanding of “baseline conditions” of
the local pedestrian infrastructure. Future assessments would provide an indication
of whether the pedestrian network is improving and possibly whether the actions of
the Work Group are having an effect.
The report – titled Improving the Safety and Accessibility of Sidewalks in Santa
Cruz County: A Study of Jurisdiction and Property Owner Responsibilities and
Practices – includes the results of the local jurisdiction assessment. This is
attached in Appendix B.
One of the main issues that the Pedestrian Safety Work Group discovered through
this process was that there was no single set of common sidewalk maintenance
standards used by all jurisdictions to define a sidewalk hazard. The Work Group
identified what each jurisdiction was using to determine an unacceptable uplift,
crack, surface, and clearance space.
The Work Group also consulted the Access Board Draft Guidelines (ADAGG) and the
Access Board‟s draft Public Rights of Way Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG). There
are minor differences between all of them making it difficult to communicate a
single set of common maintenance standards to the public. The Work Group met
with the jurisdictions and successfully negotiated a common set of agreed upon
standards by all jurisdictions as shown below. A detailed version of this of the
maintenance standards are attached in Appendix C.
Sidewalk Maintenance Standards
On December 2010, all five local jurisdictions in Santa Cruz County agreed on
including these county-wide maintenance standards in outreach materials.
Vertical
Separation

Horizontal
Separation

Obstacles

Surface

Not exceed
½ inch

Not exceed
½ inch

Sidewalk must be kept
clear to the back of the
sidewalk and at least 7‟ tall,
including vegetation and
protruding objects

Sidewalk surface must be
firm, stable, slip resistant
and debris-free
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2
2.1

Needs Assessment
Priority Origins and Destinations for Seniors and People with Disabilities

Early on the Pedestrian Safety Work Group realized the need to identify where
concentrations of seniors and people with disabilities are coming from and going to.
The Work Group reviewed the scheduling data from both the Americans with
Disabilities Act mandated ParaCruz and the safety net transportation program Lift
Line, the two largest specialized transportation service providers in the county.
This data – along with expertise from the members of the Work Group,
representing transit users, developmentally disabled adults, Para Cruz and visually
impaired individuals – formed the basis of the list of priority origins and
destinations.
The Work Group provided input about the pedestrian facilities near the stops and
connecting to the nearest transit stops. Where needed, RTC staff performed an
assessment of the sidewalk and pedestrian facilities. A summary of this assessment
is included in Appendix D.

2.2

Access to Transit

As noted previously, an analysis was included of the “path to transit” between the
priority origins and destinations and the nearest transit stops in each direction.
Barriers to fixed route transit result in higher use of paratransit which is more
costly, less frequent and more restrictive for the user. Safe paths to transit via
sidewalks and other pedestrian facilities will result in higher usage of fixed route
transit and greater independence for the user as well as lower costs for the transit
district which is required to provide complementary, yet costly, paratransit for
those unable to use the fixed route bus system. Because improvements to the
pedestrian network result in universal access improvements that benefit all
members of the community, these low cost improvements are a win-win for
communities.

2.3

Pedestrian Corridors

In addition to priority origins and destinations, the work group compiled a list of
pedestrian corridors where there are high levels of current and/or projected
pedestrian usage throughout Santa Cruz County. The group‟s results are listed
below:
City of Santa Cruz
o Downtown
o Downtown Santa Cruz to Main Beach/Wharf
o Mission Street retail
o Branciforte/Soquel Avenue
Safe Paths of Travel: Projects, Results and Continuing Efforts- Santa Cruz County
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o Soquel/Seabright/Frederick Streets
o River Street
o Emeline/County Services
City of Capitola
o 41st Avenue Retail
o Capitola Village
o Capitola Retail along Bay Avenue
Soquel Village
Aptos Village
City of Watsonville
o Main Street
o Beach Street
o Freedom Boulevard
o Outlook Area
o East Lake
o Calabasas
o Airport
Highway 9/San Lorenzo Valley
o Ben Lomond
o Boulder Creek
o Felton/Mt. Herman
Davenport

2.4 Condition of Facilities
The Work Group identified a number of different problems associated with
pedestrian facilities ranging from structural deficiencies in the existing network, to a
lack of walkways or crossing devices, to human hazards such as cars blocking the
sidewalk. Figure 1 - Figure 12 on the next page highlight the various deficiencies
that the Work Group identified in the pedestrian network. A list was developed of
all the potential types of problems. This list was incorporated into the Hazard
Report (see next section).
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Figure 1: Obstructions in
crosswalk

Figure 5: Fixtures in sidewalk
encroach in travel path

Figure 2: Curb cuts on the diagonal
lead into middle of street

Figure 6: Sidewalk uplift due to tree
roots

Figure 3: No detectable
warnings at bottom of curb

Figure 4: Narrow sidewalk
near busy street; no
detectable warning at bottom
of curb

Figure 7: Uneven pavement,
difficult for vision and mobility
impaired pedestrians

Figure 8: Fixtures interfere
with sidewalk
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Figure 9: Rough and uneven
pavement in crosswalk

Figure 10: Rough and uneven
sidewalk surface is tripping hazard

Figure 11: Driveway slope not
even with sidewalk
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2.5

Reporting Hazardous Pedestrian Corridors

The primary method for community reporting of problematic sidewalk and
pedestrian issues is through the RTC‟s Pedestrian Access Report. Community
members use the forms to report conditions needing repair and the RTC acts as a
clearing house to get the reports to the right jurisdiction or entity. Fortuitously, the
RTC was in the process of updating their website while the Pedestrian Safety Work
Group was in the thick of their inventory and analysis process. As such, the
Pedestrian Safety Work Group was able to work with bicycle advocates to
consolidate the Bicycle Hazard report with the Pedestrian Access Report into one
Hazard Report on the website. Through this process the Work Group offered
extensive suggestions for revisions to the Hazard Report form. It went from a print
and fax back format to an interactive format including an area to load photos and
pinpoint issues on a Google map.
RTC staff now tracks the hazard reports and found that in the first month the easyto-use interactive format generated seven times the number of hazard reports!
Although report levels and outreach efforts have leveled off, this dramatic burst of
activity indicates that the new, straightforward online form is attractive and useful.
A copy of the Hazard Report form is included in Appendix E.

2.6 Coordination with Other Local Efforts
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group conferred with a number of groups working on
similar efforts, yet with different emphases.

2.6.1

Elderly & Disabled Transportation Advisory Committee

The Pedestrian Safety Work Group, as a subcommittee of the Regional
Transportation Commission‟s Elderly & Disabled Transportation Advisory Committee
(E&D TAC), made regular presentations to the E&D TAC at their meetings every
other month. When necessary, the Work Group sought direction and approval from
the E&D TAC. This Safe Paths of Travel Final Report was presented to them at their
February 2012 meeting and their comments are incorporated.

2.6.2

Interagency Technical Advisory Committee

The Pedestrian Safety Work Group closely collaborated with members of the
Regional Transportation Commission‟s Interagency Technical Advisory Committee
(ITAC). This committee consists of representatives from the five local jurisdictions‟
public works and planning departments, partner transportation providers such as
the Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District, both higher education entities
(University of California Santa Cruz and Cabrillo College), Caltrans, the Association
of Monterey Bay Area Government, and the Montery Bay Unified Air Pollution
Control District.
Public Works representatives worked intensively with the
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Pedestrian Safety Work Group on the inventory/assessment of local conditions and
the development of county-wide maintenance standards.

2.6.3

Community Traffic Safety Coalition (CTSC)

According to the CTSC website “The Community Traffic Safety Coalition's mission is
to reduce traffic-related injuries, while promoting the use of alternative modes of
transportation. The primary focus is on bicycle and pedestrian safety issues. The
Coalition educates all road users in safety practices to decrease the risk and
severity of collisions, and advocates for improved conditions to make all methods of
transportation safer. Members include community organizations, government
agencies, businesses and individuals representing law enforcement, transportation,
public works, DMV, education, health and injury prevention, parents, bicycling
advocacy, retailers, and manufacturers.”
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group has met with the CTSC to share collision data, to
collaborate on outreach, to improve the Pedestrian Hazard Report and to discuss
partnering on the development of countywide pedestrian facility maps.

2.6.4 South County Bicycle and Pedestrian Work Group (SCBPWG)
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group has worked together with the SCBPWG on
pedestrian safety in the southern region of the county. This part of the county has
higher rates of pedestrian accidents and fatalities, combined with a larger Spanishspeaking population, lower incomes and higher obesity rates than other parts of the
county.
Notably, the Work Group was a partner in hosting a Pedestrian Safety Workshop in
collaboration with California Walks and other community groups. This workshop
was well attended (given extreme weather conditions), and was conducted in
Spanish with English translation services. The Work Group ensured that attendees
received sensitivity training about the challenges faced by seniors and people living
with disabilities on the pedestrian network through the use of manual wheelchairs,
crutches, walkers and other mobility devices.

2.6.5

Jovenes Sanos

The Pedestrian Safety Work Group joined forces with Jovenes Sanos, a youth group
focused on better nutrition, more exercise and better health. One of the emphasis
areas for Jovenes Sanos is improving the pedestrian network, particularly in the
City of Watsonville. As noted previously, this area of the county has higher
pedestrian accident and fatality rates. Together the Pedestrian Safety Work Group,
Jovenes Sanos and the South County Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Work Group
have been an impressive show of force for prioritizing pedestrian improvements in
the region.
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3

Best Practices

The design of the pedestrian environment is important to all users, but is especially
important to those users with disabilities who have limited travel choices and rely
most on the pedestrian network. The goal should be to make the pedestrian
network accessible to the largest possible number of pedestrian users while
upholding federal ADA requirements and local design standards. The following
recommendations stem from sources such as the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) Safety Toolbox5 and the Federal Highway Administration Guide
for Accessible Sidewalks and Street Crossings6, and have been modified to address
local pedestrian network conditions and needs. Table 1 summarizes the list of best
pedestrian practices.

3.1
3.1.1

Sidewalks
Grade and Slope

Sidewalk grade ideally should not exceed 5 percent, although a maximum of 8.3
percent is allowable. The maximum cross slope permitted by the ADA is 2 percent
and efforts should be made to stay within these standards. Deviations from these
standards affect wheelchair users in their ability to retain control of their device
and/or lose balance.

3.1.2

Surface

Sidewalk surfaces should be stable, firm, and slip-resistant. A broom finish used on
concrete can provide a more slip-resistant surface when wet. Decorative textured
surfaces, such as brick and cobblestone, have a tendency to change in level over
time, making it a tripping hazard especially for pedestrians with vision and mobility
impairments. Rough surfaces are very difficult to navigate for persons using nonmotorized mobility devices or white canes which must glide across them. Smooth
walkways with brick trim and colored concrete are an alternative solution, as long
as they include detectable warnings.

3.1.3

Protruding Objects

Avoid placing objects such as utility fixtures, poles, or objects mounted to the sides
of buildings in the pedestrian corridor, as they disrupt the travel path for
pedestrians with vision and mobility impairments. Vertically protruding objects,

5

6

Metropolitan Transportation Commission Safety Toolbox,
http://www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/bicyclespedestrians/safety/physical-alphabetical.htm
Federal Highway Administration, Accessible Sidewalks and Street Crossings,
http://www.dot.state.fl.us/projectmanagementoffice/ADA/AccessibleSidewalksGuide_012610.pdf
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such as low hanging tree branches, create obstacles for visually impaired
pedestrians and should be avoided at all costs.

3.1.4

Driveway Crossings

When driveways cross sidewalks, it is necessary to maintain a sidewalk level across
the driveway of no more than 2 percent side slope. It is important to minimize large
signs and bushes at driveways to improve the visibility between motorists and
pedestrians. The sidewalk material should be maintained across the driveway as
well.

3.1.5

Curb Ramps

Curb ramps are necessary for access between the sidewalk and the street for
people who use wheelchairs. Diagonal curb ramps, however, are not recommended
because pedestrians with vision impairments can unintentionally travel into the
intersection because it is not aligned with the crossing direction. Wheelchair users
are also automatically directed into the intersection. All curb ramps must have
detectable warnings at the bottom of each ramp to warn pedestrians of the
transition from sidewalks to street.

3.1.6

Detectable Warnings

Raised truncated domes are used to inform visually impaired pedestrians of the
hazards in the area immediately ahead. Alignment of domes should be parallel to
the primary direction of travel so wheelchair users can navigate easily across the
textured surface. The surface of the truncated domes should have a visual contrast
with the adjacent sidewalk.

3.2
3.2.1

Crosswalks
Raised Crosswalks

Raised crosswalks improve the safety of pedestrians using the crosswalk by slowing
down surrounding vehicle traffic. Truncated domes are necessary at the
sidewalk/street boundary so that visually impaired pedestrians can identify the
edge of the street.

3.2.2

In-Pavement Lights

In-pavement lights are useful at crosswalks to alert motorists to the presence of a
pedestrian crossing or preparing to cross the street. The amber lights are fixed in
the pavement on both sides of the crosswalk and positioned to face oncoming
traffic. When the pedestrian activates the system, either by using a push-button or
through detection from an automated device, the lights begin to flash at a constant
rate, warning the motorist that a pedestrian is in the vicinity of the crosswalk
ahead.
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3.2.3

Pedestrian Push Button (PPB)

Accessible push-button systems include vibratory and/or audible signals and range
in complexity. The simplest system includes a tactile (raised) button. More complex
systems include one or more of the following: an arrow to indicate the direction of
the crossing associated with the button, other tactile messages about the street
crossing, locator tones to aid pedestrians in finding the push button, and audible
signals to indicate when the signal has changed.

3.2.4

Double-sided Pedestrian Crossing Signs

Double-sided
pedestrian
crossing
signs
are
recommended at uncontrolled crosswalks – they are a
low cost approach to improve pedestrian safety.
Standard pedestrian crossing signs are installed on
both sides of the approaching roadway at the
crosswalk or in the center of the street mid-way
across the crosswalk. This intersection signing is in
addition to the nearside pedestrian warning signs
posted at and in advance of the crosswalk.

3.3
3.3.1

Signalized Crossings
Accessible Pedestrian Signal

Accessible pedestrian signals (APS) supplement pedestrian signal indications with
audible and/or vibrotactile information. Available treatments include directly audible
or transmitted tones, speech messages, talking signs, and vibrating surfaces. They
are intended to make real-time pedestrian signal information accessible to
pedestrians who are hearing or visually-impaired. Directly audible or transmitted
speech messages can identify the location of the intersection and the specific
crosswalk controlled by that push button. A vibrating arrow at the push button can
also be used to supplement the audible signals. These are especially useful in areas
with high vehicle and pedestrian traffic.

3.3.2

Countdown Signal
The device consists of a standard pedestrian signal with standard
shapes and color, with an added display that shows the countdown of
the remaining crossing time. The countdown timer starts either at the
beginning of the pedestrian phase or at the onset of the flashing
“don‟t walk” message. Additional time should be given for pedestrians
with vision and mobility impairments, as it takes longer for them to
cross the street.
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3.3.3

Mid-Block Crossings

Mid-block crossings are generally discouraged since non-intersection pedestrian
crossings are generally unexpected by motorists and unprotected by a signal. They
should be used in conjunction with in-pavement lighting.

3.4 Islands
3.4.1

Islands

Pedestrian refuge islands are particularly suitable for wide two-way streets with
four or more lanes of moving traffic traveling at higher speeds. They are
particularly useful to persons with mobility disabilities, very old or very young
pedestrians who walk at slower speeds, and persons who are in wheelchairs.
Wheelchair users need adequate width and level areas for waiting on the refuge.

3.5

Roundabouts

Modern roundabouts include slow travel speeds in a counterclockwise circulation
around a central island. Crosswalks are set outside the circle in the channelized
approaches. The higher the traffic volumes, the farther the crosswalk should be set
back. This allows pedestrians yield control at all entries and can provide a refuge
area in a splitter island allowing the pedestrian to focus on one direction of traffic at
a time. Signals may also be helpful, particularly for pedestrians with visual
impairments. Because vehicle speeds are reduced in and around the roundabout
intersection, well designed roundabouts can improve pedestrian crossing
opportunities.
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Table 1: Best Pedestrian Practices Summary

Best Practice

Accessibility Standards
(ADA, ADAAG, PROAG)

Sidewalk Width,
Grade & Slope

Maximum grade of 8.3%, crossslope not to exceed 2%

Sidewalk
Surface

Firm, stable, and slip-resistant

Protruding
Objects

Post-mounted items are permitted
to overhang a support by 12 inches
(305 mm)

Driveway
Crossings

Curb Ramps

Detectable
Warnings

7

Maximum cross-slope of sidewalk
that crosses a driveway is 2% and
must be at least 3.5‟ wide across
driveway
Ramps must have slope less than
1:12, must be at least 36 inches
wide and must contain detectable
warning device with raised dome
surface and contrasting color
Raised truncated domes with
diameter of 23 mm, height of 5 mm
and center to center spacing of 59
mm and contrast visually with
adjoining surfaces

Recommended Best Practice
Sidewalks at least 60‟‟ wide to
allow pedestrians to travel
comfortably side-to-side; Grade
not to exceed 5%;
Broom finish used on concrete
provides the most slip-resistance
surface when wet; textured
materials are appropriate as
borders and edges of walkways
and street crossings
Limit wall-mounted elements at or
above 27 inches (685 mm) to a 4inch (100-mm) projection into any
travel route; facilitate travel by
pedestrians who have vision
impairments by grouping sidewalk
fixtures together

Pedestrian User
Type

Estimated Cost7

Varies

ALL

Varies

Varies

Minimize large signs and bushes at
driveways to improve visibility
between motorists and pedestrians

Varies

Diagonal curb ramps are
discouraged; dual curb ramps
provide greater benefit to disabled
pedestrians

$800 - $1,500
(per curb ramp)

Aligned parallel to primary
direction of travel;

$200 - $2,000
(per ramp or curb; cost
depends on materials
used and width)

Estimated costs derived from MTC Safety Toolkit
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Best Practice

Accessibility Standards
(ADA, ADAAG, PROAG)

Recommended Best Practice

Raised
Crosswalks

Raised 150 mm above roadway
pavement to elevation that matches
adjacent sidewalk

Traffic calming measure; slows
down vehicular traffic; tactile
treatments needed at
sidewalk/street boundary

In-Pavement
Lights

N/A

Pedestrian Push
Button (PPB)

Minimum 2” dimension with height
of 42”

Double-Sided
Pedestrian
Crossing Signs

Same requirements as standard
pedestrian crossing signage

Accessible
Pedestrian
Signals (APS)

Used in combination with pedestrian
signal timing

Countdown
Signals

A maximum walking speed of 3.5
feet per second for pedestrian
clearance time shall be used at all
signalized intersections

Mid-Block
Crossings

N/A

Islands

Raised traffic islands cut through
level with street or ramps at each
curb with 48” long level landing
between them

Traffic calming measure; provides
additional security at nonsignalized crossings
Provide raised arrow to indicate the
direction of the crossing associated
with the button; require no more
than 5 pounds of force to activate;
located within close proximity of
curb ramp and crosswalk
Install at uncontrolled crosswalks
to provide extra safety measures
from motorists
Tones that alternate from one side
of the crossing to the other enable
blind pedestrians to cross more
directly and quickly. They are also
less likely to mask traffic sounds.
Longer signal countdowns (3 - 3.25
feet per second) are beneficial in
areas with high concentrations of
elderly/ disabled persons
Generally discouraged unless used
in conjunction with APS or inpavement lighting
Provide adequate width for
wheelchair users and detectable
warnings underfoot for pedestrians
with vision impairments

Pedestrian User
Type

Estimated Cost7

ALL

$2,000 - $20,000
(per crosswalk; cost
depends on street width,
drainage improvements,
and materials used)

ALL

$20,000 - $50,000
(per location)

$400 - $1,000
(per push button)

ALL

$400
(per approach)
$400 - $600
(per signal indication)

$300 - $800
(per timer)
ALL

$50,000 - $75,000

ALL

$6,000 - $40,000
(depending on design
and dimensions)

Key:
- Limited Sight

- Limited Mobility

- Limited Hearing ALL – All types of pedestrians
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4

Funding Strategies

One of the most difficult issues, especially in this current economy, is figuring out
how to pay for both the maintenance of the existing pedestrian network, and for
improvements and expansion of the system to encourage more walkable
communities. The Work Group, cognizant of funding limitations, set out to seek
creative, attractive solutions.

4.1

Private Property Owners

Through research, the Pedestrian Safety Work Group learned that the California
Streets and Highway Codes (Section 5610) names owners of property adjacent to
an existing sidewalk as the entity responsible for the maintenance of that sidewalk.
Owners of lots or portions of lots fronting on any portion of a public street
shall maintain the sidewalk in such a condition that it will not endanger
persons or property, and will not interfere with the public use of the
sidewalk.
Because such a high percentage of the sidewalk network is adjacent to private
property, this is a cost efficient way to share repair costs by a wider segment of the
population. In addition, the majority of local jurisdictions no longer have funding or
staff resources to repair local sidewalks and refer citizen complaints back to the
property owner for resolution. It appears that the majority of property owners in
local jurisdictions are unaware of their responsibility for maintaining sidewalks
adjacent to their properties or of their liability in the event of injury resulting from
unsafe conditions.
This lack of understanding about maintenance responsibility can result in poor
sidewalk conditions.
However some local jurisdictions have crafted creative
financing strategies to assist property owners.
The City of Watsonville, for
example, offers a zero interest one-year loan and negotiates a low rate for a shared
contractor (due to the economy of scale for a large number of sidewalk repair jobs).
Another potential future funding strategy for property owners would be requiring
repairs at the time the property sells. This would roll these costs into the loan,
which is normally spread over 30 years. See Section 7, Next Steps, for a discussion
about this and other strategies to pursue in the future.
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4.2 Grant Funds
4.2.1

Federal

One of the main sources of funding available under this category is the New
Freedom, Jobs Access Reverse Commute grants. The Work Group applied for and
received a federal New Freedom grant to improve one of the high priority
pedestrian facility deficiencies. Jurisdictions must be in a position to authorize this
work as well as designate matching funds. Federal (formerly known as TEA-21
funding) is currently under discussion and may be changed in the next year. Many
of these have been available for pedestrian projects such as the Surface
Transportation Program (STP), Transportation Enhancements (TE), and Safe Routes
to School (SRTS).

4.2.2

State

Caltrans has a number of planning grants which could be available for pedestrian
improvements. In addition to the Environmental Justice grant, there are also
Livable Communities, Complete Streets and other land use grants available to
improve the sidewalk network.

4.2.3

Local

One-quarter of every cent of sales tax collected through the Transportation
Development Act is channeled back to the regional transportation planning
agencies. The Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission provides a
portion to local jurisdictions for bicycle and pedestrian projects. The Elderly &
Disabled Transportation Advisory Committee reviews claims for these funds to
ensure consistency with the region‟s pedestrian needs.

4.3 Other
4.3.1

Complete Streets

Complete Streets are evolving as a policy directive to ensure that streets meet the
needs of not just autos, but also pedestrians, bicyclist and transit. In addition to
the federal funding programs that have traditionally supported complete streets, a
number of other funding sources are cropping up in non-transportation circles such
as economic revitalization and city planning. These funding sources should be
monitored and are expected to grow, particularly for innovative projects.

4.3.2

Sustainable/Livable Communities

Funding for pedestrian improvement projects may also be available from sources
traditionally dedicated to clean air and health. California is on the forefront of
alternative and renewable energy technologies and transportation alternatives,
some of which include encouraging more human-powered travel.
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5

Outreach

The Pedestrian Safety Work Group conducted an extensive outreach program. Each
of the five Work Group members participated in presentations, meetings with other
groups, radio and television public service announcements, guest editorial articles,
and television interviews.
The outreach campaign focused on four messages:
I.

II.

Community Value of Good Pedestrian Network and Walkable Communities
a. Everyone is a pedestrian
b. Community value of safe and accessible sidewalks
c. Everyone benefits from good sidewalks: seniors, people with
disabilities, families, children, pets, etc.
d. Walkability a key component of a healthy community
e. Walking is a low-cost, environmentally-friendly way to get around
f. Good sidewalks increase attractiveness and property value of your
home
g. Good neighborhoods, including sidewalks, are our collective
responsibility
h. Experiencing your community via the sidewalk network is enriching
i. Local weather conditions create an ideal walking environment
Attributes of Good Sidewalks
a. No matter where you are, you have a right to expect the sidewalk to
be in good condition
b. Goal is to minimize “tip and trip” hazards on sidewalks
c. Common sidewalk design and maintenance standards exist throughout
the county
d. Elements of good sidewalks include:
i. Smooth surfaces: no gaps or uplifts of ½ inch or more
ii. Clear path/walkways (4‟ wide x height clearance of 7‟)
1. Control overgrown trees, shrubs and roots
2. Remove barriers from pathways (cars, recreation
vehicles, realtor signs, trash cans, etc)
iii. Minimal slopes that prevent tipping hazards
iv. Non-slip surfaces
v. Controlled Tree Roots
1. Plant trees using root barriers
2. Most Local jurisdictions have sidewalk friendly tree
recommendations
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III.

Maintenance Responsibilities
a. Per California Streets and Highway codes, property owners are
responsible for sidewalk maintenance, and could be liable if not
properly maintained
b. Maintenance standards exist for safe and accessible sidewalks
c. Fix sidewalks to avoid unnecessary legal hassles and costs
d. Sometimes help is available for: grinding, tree selection, shared
contractors and zero interest loans. Consult with your local jurisdiction
or insurance agent.

IV.

Report Sidewalk Conditions
a. Report sidewalk problems, ideas, and suggestions directly to your local
jurisdiction or to the RTC
b. Report sidewalks that need maintenance, lack of sidewalks, access
barriers/hazards, and street crossing issues (cross walks, signals, curb
ramps, etc.)
c. Refer to standards (2nd message) for tip and trip hazards (uplifts,
gaps, surface, clearance)
d. Contact your local jurisdiction Public Works Department if you‟re
unsure about problems with sidewalks adjacent to your property
e. Use the Pedestrian Access Report or new Hazard Report on RTC
website
f. Renters are encouraged to contact their landlord or use hazard reports
about issues with sidewalks in front of their residence
g. Get involved in pedestrian advocacy groups (Mission Pedestrian, E&D
TAC, CTSC to help identify unmet needs and work toward solutions
h. Highlight good examples countywide of businesses/property owners as
an expression of community values

A list of outreach conducted by the Work Group is included in Appendix F.
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6

Results

Through this grant, the Pedestrian Safety Work Group was able to produce the
following results:
Established a baseline understanding of pedestrian practices in, and good
working relationships with, all 5 jurisdictions in the area
Established an agreed-upon set of common sidewalk maintenance standards
for all 5 jurisdictions
Spurred improvements in pedestrian programs for local jurisdictions (for
example, the City of Santa Cruz now tracks complaints and follow up such as
permits)
Improved the Pedestrian (and Bicycle) Hazard Report Form
Increased awareness among city council and board of supervisor members
about the needs of older pedestrians and pedestrians with disabilities
Increased public awareness of the state law outlining property owner
sidewalk maintenance responsibilities
Produced a report on Safety and Accessibility of Sidewalks which garnered
state-wide interest at first ever Pedestrians Count! workshop sponsored by
California Walks
Documented and analyzed pedestrian facilities surrounding priority origins
and destinations including access to transit
Created maps of pedestrian accident data including origin locations for senior
and people with disabilities and priority destinations
Created coalitions with other groups working to improve the pedestrian
network on behalf of all in the community
Collaborated with other groups to bring a well attended Pedestrian Safety
Workshop to the community, including an accessibility awareness activity
using wheelchairs, walkers and other mobility devices on local sidewalks
Collaborated with other groups to bring a well attended Designing Safe
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility workshop to the community
Received a “Kudos Award” from the Commission on Disabilities for improving
accessibility of local sidewalks.
Table 2 summarizes the scope of work and status of deliverables.
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Table 2: Grant Deliverables & Results

Task

Deliverable

1

Project Startup

2

Ongoing Community &
Stakeholder Meetings

3

Develop Plan Components

4

Final Plan Preparation &
Hearings

5

Administration

Documentation

Signed contract between RTC and Caltrans
Conduct kick-off meeting

Copy of signed contract
Meeting notes

Conduct meetings
Provide updates to related groups
Consult with TAC
Develop evaluation criteria

Meeting notes and/or summary of outcomes
Meeting notes
Meeting notes
Project prioritization procedure

Research origins and destinations (O&D)
and nearest bus stops
Research prime pedestrian corridors
Assess condition of pedestrian facilities
Research best pedestrian practices
Develop funding strategy
Present draft plans at meetings

List of priority O&D with bus stops
Included in O&D areas
List of needed pedestrian improvements
Pedestrian tool kit
Copy of draft funding strategy
Meeting notes and recommendations

Preparation of final plan for hearing
Presentation of plans to the RTC

Copy of final plan
Meeting minutes

Monitoring of project and contract
management
Act as fiscal manager
Report milestones to Caltrans

Provide complete quarterly reports to
district project manager
Copies of invoices
Regular reports, as required
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7

Next Steps

The Pedestrian Safety Work Group identified a number of endeavors they would like
to pursue.
Create and Distribute Pedestrian/Driver Responsibility Brochure – Outline the
expectations that pedestrians have of drivers and vice versa, include
information about the needs and behaviors of seniors and people with
disabilities.
Time of Sale Pedestrian Improvement Ordinance – Work with local
jurisdictions and the Realtor Association to craft an ordinance to be
developed by all jurisdictions requiring that improvements are made to the
sidewalk adjacent to a property at the time of sale. Studies show that 10%
of homes are sold each year, potentially equating to sidewalk improvements
for all properties every 10 years.
Conduct Follow-Up Assessments of Pedestrian Facilities in Local Jurisdictions
– Use the initial assessment included in this grant as a baseline, and conduct
regular follow up assessments to evaluate progress of improving the
pedestrian network as a whole.
Expand Web Resources – Based on questions, comments and repeated
misinformation expand pedestrian information pages on the RTC website
such as the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). Refer inquiries to the web
resources when possible.
Continue Outreach Campaign – Build on the momentum of the existing
campaign to help the community foster an understanding of the value of a
good sidewalk network, the specific components of a good sidewalk, who is
responsible for sidewalk maintenance and how to report unsafe sidewalk
conditions. Publicize the effect of improvements to residents‟ quality of life
(Street Smarts, Praiseworthy columns in local paper). Studies show that
people need to hear a message three times before they take action and
continued messaging will help awaken community members to the need to
improve their own facilities.
Continue Hazard Report Outreach – Regularly publicize and follow up on
pedestrian hazards reported via the RTC‟s interactive online Hazard Report.
Identify regularly occurring problems which may relate to the defined origins
and destinations as a higher priority focus for improvements.
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Conduct a Focused Awareness Campaign About Maintenance Responsibilities
- Concentrate on properties surrounding and adjacent to priority origins and
destinations.
Continue to Pursue Funding Opportunities – Work with local jurisdictions,
transit service providers and other groups to secure grant and other funds to
make identified improvements.
Continue to Partner with Other Groups – Without duplicating efforts, continue
to join forces with other advocacy groups to create a larger voice in the
pursuit of pedestrian improvements.
Continue to Work with the Elderly & Disabled Transportation Advisory
Committee – Harness the advisory group to help local jurisdictions address
special pedestrian issues.
Research non-transportation funding sources – Look into energy, planning,
land use, sustainability, and other sources to fund pedestrian improvements.
Best Practices - Work with local jurisdictions to implement identified „best
practices‟ when planning and constructing pedestrian projects.
While RTC staff can assist with some of these activities under the scope of the
agency‟s work plan, project commitments and funding constraints will limit staff
time. Staff is planning on applying for another Caltrans or New Freedom grant to
continue the excellent successes of the Pedestrian Safety Work Group.

I:\PEDESTR\CT EnvJustGrantAccessPlng\FinalPlan\FINAL Report.docx
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APPENDIX A
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I. Introduction
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group is a subcommittee of the Santa Cruz County
Regional Transportation Commission’s Elderly & Disabled Transportation Advisory
Committee. Its mission is to ensure safe and accessible pedestrian travel and
access throughout the county for the benefit of all residents.
The Work Group has initiated a study to determine the status of local jurisdiction
sidewalks, and of the practices employed in managing the property owner
component of maintenance programs.
For the purposes of this study, sidewalks are defined as that portion of the public
right-of-way which is primarily devoted to pedestrian use. Pedestrians are defined
as anyone using the sidewalk network, including individuals walking, using a
wheelchair or other mobility device, and pushing a stroller or cart.
The work group was interested in validating and responding to the following
perceptions which were brought to our attention by members of the public:


That, in several jurisdictions, a significant percentage of sidewalks do not meet
basic safety and access standards



That the majority of those sidewalks are located adjacent to private property



That many property owners are unaware of their responsibility, under California
law, for maintaining sidewalks adjacent to their properties



That jurisdiction programs which address safety and access issues are not visible
to, or understood by, many of their residents



That most jurisdiction programs are not targeted to achieve a high rate of
compliance within a defined period of time.

II. Objectives of this study
Based on these perceptions, the work group developed the following objectives for
this study:


Clarify property owner and jurisdiction responsibilities for maintaining safe and
accessible sidewalks



Clarify program objectives that will bring sidewalk networks into compliance with
regulatory standards



Encourage local jurisdictions to develop a commonly understood set of
standards for sidewalk maintenance



Determine the current status of local jurisdiction sidewalk networks



Document the current practices of local jurisdiction sidewalk maintenance
programs (See Appendix A)
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Build a program model for managing to the objective of a compliant sidewalk
network using advanced components of surveyed programs including examples
from benchmark jurisdictions (See Appendix B)



Request that local jurisdictions conduct program assessments, and consider
upgrades as appropriate



Assist local jurisdictions in developing processes for outreach that build a greater
awareness and support for a community value of safe and accessible sidewalks



Request that local jurisdiction programs report status of sidewalk networks to
their governing bodies annually; and coordinate in an annual reporting of status
to the Regional Transportation Commission

In meeting these objectives, this report focuses mainly on Jurisdiction oversight of
property owner sidewalk maintenance.

III. Presentation to the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation
Commission:
The Work Group is presenting this report to the RTC for the following reasons:


Sidewalks are a critical component of the county’s overall transportation
network



Sidewalk maintenance policies and practices are matters of concern to the
Commission’s member jurisdictions



There are several program challenges shared across jurisdictions



Coordination in addressing common challenges has the potential to leverage
limited resources

IV. Presentation of Key Concepts
Unsafe sidewalk conditions:
Conditions arise in sidewalk networks that pose risks to pedestrians seeking to use
them. These include broken and raised pavement, slopes with potential to tip
wheelchairs and related mobility devices, vegetation that intrudes into the walkway,
holes around trees, vehicles parked across sidewalks, and signs, poles, stands or
benches that obstruct or narrow the path of travel (See Figures 1-6 in Section IX).
Trip and fall hazards are a danger to all residents. The elderly, and others with
impairments that affect vision and balance, are more susceptible to such hazards.
Devices such as wheelchairs, motorized scooters, strollers, walkers, skates and
skateboards can dislodge passengers when significant pavement uplifts or angles of
slope are encountered.
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When hazards constitute barriers to sidewalk use, they may cause pedestrians, on
foot or using mobility devices, to make detours into roadways, or other paths, to
reach destinations.
The importance of sidewalks to population segments:
In addition to residents who use sidewalks for enjoyment and exercise, many find
such use to be a necessary affordable and accessible option for traveling to a
destination. Seniors, no longer able or choosing not to drive, people unable to
purchase and maintain automobiles due to low income, and those with disabilities
find the use of sidewalks to be essential for their travel in the community and for
connecting with public transit.
When sidewalk networks are not consistently safe and accessible, residents may
avoid use of the system. For the elderly and persons with disabilities, this may
greatly restrict opportunities for involvement in neighborhood and community
activities or may force reliance on the use of more costly transportation services
such as paratransit.
The objective of sidewalk maintenance:
For a sidewalk system to function properly it must connect to popular destination
points within a community and provide ease of movement for pedestrians traveling
into and around a community.
Sidewalks that are major paths of travel make important connections within the
jurisdiction and with networks of neighboring jurisdictions. These sidewalks tend to
be located along major road corridors and connect to key community destinations.
Neighborhood sidewalks systems normally serve local residents. They link to
neighborhood parks, schools, shops, transit stops and the jurisdiction-wide
pedestrian network.
The objective of sidewalk maintenance is to have a seamless system, free of
obstructions or missing segments, on which pedestrians feel safe and comfortable.
Standards for sidewalk maintenance:
Standards typically include tolerances for gaps, broken, raised, and settled
sidewalks as well as delineation of which can be addressed by grinding and which
require replacement.
Standards communicate the jurisdiction’s requirements for sidewalk pavement
condition and unobstructed pathways. They allow property owners, and other
members of the public, to identify and address safety and access issues. Standards
also provide a basis for the jurisdiction to initiate notification and compliance
processes with property owners.
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Enlisting residents in the identification and reporting of sidewalk issues is critical to
the success of jurisdiction sidewalk maintenance programs. The following is a list
of items generally included in sidewalk maintenance standards:


Uplifts



Gaps



Surface condition



Pathway obstructions



Cross-Slopes



Curb ramps

The challenge is to express these standards in non-technical terms so that they can
be understood and applied by residents. Federal and state standards, including the
U.S Access Board’s Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG)
currently applied by the United States and California Departments of Transportation
(See Appendix C), tend to be expressed as technical specifications so jurisdictions
are faced with the task of developing their own language that is more readily
communicated and understood. The work group’s research failed to identify
standards language that this report could recommend.
If common maintenance standards language could be developed for the five local
jurisdictions it would provide an opportunity to leverage resources in
communicating a consistent message.
Property owner responsibility:
A high percentage of the sidewalk networks of most jurisdictions are adjacent to
private properties. The California Streets and Highways Code Section 5610
requires the following:
“Owners of lots or portions of lots fronting on any portion of a public
street to maintain the sidewalk in such a condition that it will not
endanger persons or property, and will not interfere with the public
use of the sidewalk.”
It appears that many property owners in local jurisdictions are unaware of their
responsibility for maintaining sidewalks adjacent to their properties or of their
liability in the event of injury resulting from unsafe conditions.
Local jurisdiction responsibility:
The regulatory environment regarding sidewalk accessibility has evolved to give
additional focus to a jurisdiction’s responsibility for ensuring that its sidewalk
network complies with Americans with Disabilities Act guidelines. (See Appendix D
for additional resources on Regulatory Guidelines and Information.)
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The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in Barden v. City of Sacramento,
held that local jurisdictions are responsible for ensuring that programs achieve
compliance with ADA-based standards for sidewalk accessibility.
While, under California law, property owners are responsible for maintaining
sidewalks adjacent to their properties, jurisdiction processes and controls largely
determine the rate at which safety and access issues are identified and addressed.
Jurisdictions are encouraged to consult with their legal staffs to track any changes
in program oversight requirements.
Measurements of program status:
Without formal processes for measuring the percentage of sidewalks that are in
compliance, it is difficult for local jurisdictions, and the community at large, to
determine current status and rates of year-to-year improvement. This information
is the foundation for establishing goals and timetables that achieve jurisdiction
objectives.
Each local jurisdiction faces unique challenges in efforts to achieve and maintain an
integrated and conforming sidewalk network and help residents understand their
role in the maintenance of pedestrian facilities.
The manner in which jurisdictions assess their networks, report status, and monitor
rates of progress may vary but certain measurements seem essential for
determining the effectiveness of sidewalk maintenance programs:


The current percentage of jurisdiction sidewalks that are in compliance with
jurisdiction standards



The year-to-year progress toward the jurisdiction’s compliance goal,
expressed as a percentage of sidewalks that meet jurisdiction standards



The average interval from identification of a significant unsafe condition to its
resolution

Setting objectives and timetables:
Objectives and timetables demonstrate a commitment to address and resolve
sidewalk exposures within a defined period of time. They can be developed to
reflect rates of progress exhibited by current program practices or on the
expectation that a high level of compliance with jurisdiction objectives should be
achieved within a defined time period.
A jurisdiction must weigh a number of factors in setting program goals. Among
these are the extent to which its sidewalks are currently in compliance, the rate at
which non-complying sidewalks are being replaced, the priority given to pedestrian
safety and access, concerns regarding legal actions on behalf of those injured or
denied access, and resources available to address safety and access exposures.
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Methods for the identification of safety and access issues:
There are three primary sources for identification of safety and access issues:


Property owners with knowledge of safety and access standards can identify
issues regarding sidewalks adjacent to their own properties



Citizens with knowledge of sidewalk maintenance standards and the process
for reporting issues can notify the jurisdiction concerning safety and access
exposures on the properties of others



Jurisdictions can conduct periodic safety and access audits of their sidewalk
networks

Effectiveness of methods:
The methods vary in effectiveness. No single system is capable of promptly
identifying all safety and access exposures. The following describes the strengths
and limitations of each:
The jurisdiction audit is the most comprehensive and effective approach to
obtaining detailed and reliable data needed for the reporting of current status and
rate of improvement. Safety and access issues that emerge between audits must
be identified and addressed through the citizen reporting process.
The citizen reporting process relies on public knowledge of standards, an awareness
of the reporting process, and a motivating community value that safe and
accessible sidewalks are important. Without a sustained and effective public
education campaign, citizens will not have the information needed to report
exposures. Even under ideal conditions, sole reliance on this process would be
expected to identify a limited subset of existing safety and access exposures.
When property owners identify and address issues that emerge on sidewalks
adjacent to their properties, it is an indication that standards are understood and
that there is community support for safe and accessible sidewalks. Property owner
initiated repairs occur with greater frequency in jurisdictions where a community
value has been established through sustained public education.

V. Survey of Jurisdiction Practices
The Work Group surveyed local jurisdictions to determine the status of their
sidewalk networks and to understand the practices employed in managing property
owner compliance with jurisdiction safety and access standards. Three additional
jurisdictions, identified as having advanced program components, were also
surveyed.
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Methodology
Prior to its initial meeting with each of the five local jurisdictions, the Work Group
requested background information regarding current sidewalk maintenance
practices. An initial round of meetings was held with jurisdiction staffs to clarify
questionnaire responses and discuss current practices for each of the program
components addressed in this report. A second round of meetings was held to
verify accuracy of information reported in the notes of the first meeting.
Jurisdictions were encouraged to provide additional information and describe any
changes implemented since the first meeting. Following the second round of
meetings, drafts of the report and jurisdiction profiles were provided to public works
directors and their staffs for final review and input. (Profiles of local jurisdiction
program components are presented in Appendix A.)
Work group research identified three additional jurisdictions, outside of Santa Cruz
County, with programs that include advanced components. The three non-local
jurisdictions were administered the questionnaire by phone and asked to describe
the background and rationale for current practices. (Information regarding program
components of the three additional jurisdictions is presented in Appendix B.)
The Work Group gathered process documentation and educational materials
describing advanced practices of all surveyed programs. Survey findings are
intended as resources for local jurisdictions in assessing current program practices
and in understanding alternative approaches that may improve outcomes or
utilization of resources. The information addresses shared program challenges and
is adaptable to a variety of environments.
In addition to program practices identified in this report, the staffs of local
jurisdictions are encouraged to make inquiries within their professional networks
regarding advanced practices in areas of interest. The advanced program
components described in this report may suggest additional topics for discussion
with those contacts.
VI. Format of a Program Model
The Work Group’s survey of jurisdiction practices and government standards
identified seven important components of a sidewalk network management
program. In this section each component of the program model is identified and
described, followed by a list of practices that have helped jurisdictions accomplish
the objectives of that component. Jurisdictions having an advanced version of that
program component are acknowledged.
To facilitate comparisons between local jurisdiction practices and components of the
program model, both listings are numbered and labeled in identical sequences (See
Appendix A).
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Components of a program model:
(1) Conduct network-wide audits to identify sidewalks that do not comply
with jurisdiction standards.
A full assessment of a jurisdiction’s overall sidewalk network requires some form of
audit process. Regular and comprehensive audits can generate data that is
sufficiently reliable for determining status, setting goals, and tracking program
performance.
Some jurisdictions that conduct audits divide their sidewalk networks into sectors
and audit one sector per year, or other specified interval.
Few jurisdictions have made explicit commitments to bring sidewalks into full
compliance within specific periods of time. In the absence of a specific
commitment, a jurisdiction’s percentage of non-complying sidewalks, and year-toyear rate at which that percentage is being reduced, serve as operational indicators
of a timetable.
Practices identified in the programs of surveyed jurisdictions:
Types of Audits:


Proactive, cyclical audits by the jurisdiction



Audits that respond to citizen reports of unsafe or inaccessible sidewalks



Ad hoc audits by DPW employees attendant to other activities

Scope of Audits:


Audit subsections of a jurisdiction so that the full area is assessed over the
course of a defined number of years



Focus on areas where there is a pattern of citizen reported issues



Expand the scope of audits that respond to reports of individual sidewalk
issues
o

Check both sides of street on an entire block

o

Assess multiple blocks if the sidewalk issue is on a busy pedestrian
corridor

o

Assess links from the citizen-reported sidewalk hazard to key origins,
destinations or transit stops

Jurisdictions meeting the following criterion:
The full sidewalk network is audited within a defined number of years.


City of Capitola



City of Corvallis Oregon
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City of Fairfield Ohio

(2) Report status of the sidewalk network at a regularly defined interval.
Public perception of the level of emphasis a jurisdiction places on its maintenance
program is determined by the condition of its sidewalk network and its
responsiveness to issues.
If the network has a high percentage of sidewalks that conform to the jurisdiction
standards, or if there is a strong indication of year to year improvement, then a
clear message is sent that safe and accessible sidewalks are an important
community value.
Evidence that the jurisdiction governing body is committed to the program is
apparent when there is an annual reporting of network status. An annual reporting
sustains focus on progress being made toward objectives.
Practices identified in the programs of surveyed jurisdictions:


A statement of standards for accessibility and safety



The percentage of network sidewalks currently in compliance



Year-to-year improvement in percentage of compliant sidewalks



Average interval from identification of an exposure to resolution

Jurisdictions meeting the following criterion:
The status of the full network, or of major segments, is reported at defined
intervals.


City of Capitola



City of Corvallis Oregon



City of Fairfield Ohio

(3) Implement administrative processes that ensure prompt resolution
of safety and access issues.
Achieving objectives and timetables will depend on implementing administrative
processes that ensure they will be met. Processes should be evaluated to
determine their capacity to promptly identify safety and access issues, notify
property owners of violations, track actions to repair or replace, initiate sidewalk
repair or replacement when property owners do not take required actions, and
inspect completed work to ensure compliance with standards.
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Practices identified in the programs of surveyed jurisdictions:


On-line and print forms for residents to report sidewalk conditions



A database for tracking the sequence of steps from report of condition to its
resolution



On-site inspections to reported safety or access issues



Photographs to document issues



Letters, with support information, sent to property owners



A time limit for making repairs or replacements



Follow-up to determine if work has been completed



A final enforcement step for those not complying

Jurisdictions meeting the following criterion:
The administrative processes that are in place have resulted in the prompt
resolution of safety and access issues identified in the jurisdiction’s sidewalk
network.


City of Capitola



City of Santa Cruz



City of Scotts Valley



City of Watsonville



City of Corvallis Oregon



City of Fairfield Ohio

(4) Promote the community value of property owners maintaining safe
and accessible sidewalks
The positive promotion of sidewalk maintenance programs makes the difference in
whether or not program standards, requirements and processes are viewed as in
the interest of property owners and the community. Jurisdictions will secure
greater support if property owners are able to recognize that they gain substantially
from program provisions.
There is a mutual interest of property owners and the community in maintaining
safe and accessible sidewalks. Walkable, safe and accessible sidewalks enhance
the appearance and value of individual properties and neighborhoods. They
encourage walking for recreation and exercise, increasing resident interaction and
strengthening of neighborhood and community social networks.
Safe and accessible sidewalks also help property owners and jurisdictions avoid
liability claims that may originate from injuries caused by sidewalk hazards.
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Practices identified in the programs of surveyed jurisdictions:


Promotion campaigns that achieve high visibility for residents



Program content that is interesting, persuasive and clear



Information that is routed through channels that reach a high percentage of
jurisdiction residents



The message is reinforced at least annually to sustain community awareness

Jurisdictions meeting the following criterion:
An on-going, coordinated and highly-visible campaign is in place to build
support for the value of property owners maintaining adjacent sidewalks


City of Corvallis Oregon



City of Fairfield Ohio

(5) Inform residents of the jurisdiction’s program for ensuring the
maintenance of safe and accessible sidewalks.
Public education has the potential to address sidewalk maintenance program
requirements in several ways:


It can alert citizens to safety and access issues that apply to themselves and
their neighbors



It may prompt property owners to initiate corrective action without the need
for jurisdiction involvement



It alerts citizens to processes for reporting hazards and barriers on the
properties of others



It can make citizens aware of jurisdiction information and services that will
assist them in taking corrective action



It will help build a community value for addressing issues concerning safe
and accessible sidewalks

An educational initiative needs to have the capability of sustaining awareness of the
program, its safety and access standards, the process for reporting issues, and
support resources for corrective action.
Sidewalk maintenance initiatives can be presented as partnerships between
property owners and jurisdictions:


Property owners have responsibility for maintaining the sidewalks adjacent to
their properties
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Jurisdictions can support these efforts with information, services, and
monitoring



On behalf of all residents, jurisdictions have responsibility for oversight of the
sidewalk networks and for ensuring that sidewalks are safe and accessible

Conversations with jurisdiction staff confirmed that many property owners are not
aware that sidewalk maintenance is their responsibility. They are also unaware of
standards for determining if sidewalks are safe and accessible.
With property owner awareness, the early identification of unsafe conditions may
allow issues to be addressed with less costly solutions. Property owners will more
readily address major repairs if they understand that technical, and perhaps
financial, assistance, is available from the jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction web pages and lobby brochures are passive outreach media that have
limited ability to achieve the necessary level of awareness. Jurisdiction mailings,
and publications that include program descriptions, may address the need. In the
absence of jurisdiction mailings and publications, periodic placement of information
in local news media may be a good alternative.
Practices identified in the programs of surveyed jurisdictions:


A public information strategy that sustains resident focus on key aspects of
the program



Property owners are periodically reminded of their responsibility for
maintenance of adjacent sidewalks and of the avenues for identifying and
addressing issues



Citizen initiative to identify and address hazards is encouraged



A brochure/pamphlet is available that contains information about sidewalk
maintenance standards and resources for addressing issues



Residents are informed that sidewalk conditions will be audited periodically

Jurisdictions meeting the following criterion:
A high percentage of residents are aware of standards for safe and accessible
sidewalks, property owner responsibility for their maintenance, and sources of
information for addressing issues.


City of Capitola



City of Corvallis Oregon



City of Fairfield Ohio
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(6) Create highly visible processes for reporting sidewalk safety and
access issues
Processes that encourage citizens to identify and report unsafe and inaccessible
sidewalks are important supplements to jurisdiction audits.
Citizen reports can alert jurisdiction staff to serious issues that emerge between
audits. They are particularly important if the jurisdiction’s audit cycle extends over
a number of years.
Standards and reporting processes must be well understood by a high percentage
of residents to serve effectively as a stand-alone identification process
The citizen report form should include instructions for the immediate contact of an
official when the sidewalk hazard poses a serious and imminent danger to the
public.
Sidewalks are often blocked by objects whose removal is beyond the scope of public
works departments’ authority. It is recommended that contact information be
included in program literature for the addressing of issues such as vehicles or
objects repeatedly placed on sidewalks by residents or businesses.
The citizen reporting process is an important tool in building a community value of
safe and accessible sidewalks.
Practices identified in the programs of surveyed jurisdictions:


Make copies of the citizen reporting forms available online and in locations
where residents would expect to find them.



Create a process for notifying the person submitting the report of which
jurisdiction will be responding to the hazard along with any pertinent followup information.



Coordinate public education regarding the citizen reporting process with the
broader program information initiative described in (5) above



Consider coordination with other jurisdictions in a public education campaign
to alert residents to the process.



Sustain public awareness by periodically renewing the public information
campaign.

Jurisdictions meeting the following criterion:
A well-documented issue reporting process is in place and a high percentage of
existing sidewalk safety and access issues are being reported.


City of Corvallis Oregon



City of Fairfield Ohio
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(7) Develop information and support resources for property owners
seeking to address unsafe or inaccessible sidewalk conditions
Property owners, when advised that their sidewalks have unsafe conditions, will be
able to effectively, and promptly, address the problems when they are provided
with guidance and support from local jurisdictions.
Jurisdictions vary widely in the level of information and support they provide to
property owners.
Practices identified in the programs of surveyed jurisdictions:


Describe repair and replacement options that address specific situations



Describe permit and inspection requirements and fees



Offer jurisdiction services that reduce property owner effort and expense in
completing sidewalk repairs



Identify resources to which property owners can be referred in order to
obtain services on their own

Potential services to be offered by a jurisdiction:


Vegetation removal



Grinding of sidewalk uplifts



No-fee permits



Providing a list of qualified contractors



Referral to contractors with whom the jurisdiction has negotiated a favorable
rate



Low-interest loans



Property liens that are repaid through property taxes

Jurisdictions meeting the following criterion:
Current information offers effective guidance for addressing a range of potential
conditions and offers services, or identifies contacts, for making the necessary
repairs.


City of Santa Cruz



City of Watsonville



City of Belmont



City of Corvallis Oregon



City of Fairfield Ohio
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VII. Overview of Local Jurisdiction Practices
The following are general observations regarding current practices of the five local
jurisdictions as they relate to the program model:
(1) Conduct network-wide audits to identify sidewalks that do not comply with
jurisdiction standards
Four of the five local jurisdictions rely on citizen reports as the primary method for
identifying sidewalk safety and access issues. This approach can be expected to
identify only a limited percent of the existing issues.
(2) Report status of the sidewalk network at a regularly defined interval
Local jurisdictions do not currently have the capability to report the overall status of
their sidewalk networks. Incomplete data generated by current citizen reporting
processes has limited value in the reliable tracking of overall network status and
rate of improvement.
(3) Implement administrative processes that ensure prompt resolution of safety
and access issues
Program staffs in all five local jurisdictions adequately notify property owners of
reported incidents that come to their attention. Follow-up and managing the
resolution of sidewalk safety and access issues is less effective. All jurisdictions
have been creative in developing responsive processes and leveraging limited
resources.
(4) Promote the community value of property owners maintaining safe and
accessible sidewalks
Currently, many property owners give little thought to their sidewalks until they are
notified of a problem, and do not understand their responsibility for maintaining
adjacent sidewalks. The significant percentages of non-complying sidewalks indicate
that a community value has yet to be established. All jurisdictions acknowledged
that more promotion could be done and were receptive to the idea of creating a
coordinated public service campaign to help build this shared community value.
(5) Inform residents of the jurisdiction’s program for ensuring the maintenance of
safe and accessible sidewalks
A significant percentage of residents are unclear about jurisdiction responsibility for
maintaining sidewalks. Many are unaware of property owner responsibility for
maintenance and their jurisdiction’s processes for identification, notification,
support and enforcement of safety and access standards. Public education
initiatives to increase resident awareness have been limited. All jurisdictions
requested the work group's assistance in creating and publicizing documents which
explain their programs.
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(6) Create highly visible process for the identification and reporting of sidewalk
safety and access issues
Most jurisdictions have this information posted on their public works department
website and available, as a brochure, in department lobbies. More proactive public
education measures are needed to achieve and sustain awareness of this process.
All jurisdictions have expressed an interest in creating a commonly understood set
of sidewalk maintenance standards, making it easier for residents to identify
hazards. Input from the work group was also welcomed regarding publicity of the
reporting process and increasing the availability of hazard report forms.
(7) Develop information and support resources for property owners seeking to
address unsafe or inaccessible sidewalk conditions
Some jurisdictions are able to offer services or referrals which can reduce property
owner effort and expense. If more jurisdictions could offer such assistance,
program support and compliance would likely be increased.

VIII. Conclusion and Follow-up
The goal of this report is to improve the condition of sidewalks throughout all
jurisdictions in Santa Cruz County by evaluating current sidewalk maintenance
program practices, identifying important potential program components and
offering additional resources. The objective is to support jurisdictions in their efforts
to achieve, within defined periods of time, sidewalk networks that are in compliance
with jurisdiction standards for maintenance. The Work Group wishes to
acknowledge the conscientious efforts of local jurisdiction program staff in the
current climate of reduced staffing and financial resources. Current practices
provide a sound foundation for upgrades needed to achieve network compliance.
Local jurisdictions are encouraged to assess the objectives of their programs, the
current status of their networks, the ability of current processes to achieve program
objectives, and the comparative merits of program components of other
jurisdictions.
While the five jurisdictions differ significantly in their needs and circumstances,
there are many areas which can benefit from collaboration and adoption of common
approaches. It is hoped that this report will support efforts by jurisdictions to work
together to meet their common challenges and to enlist property owners as
partners in creating a safe, pedestrian-friendly community.
The local jurisdictions have expressed an interest in collaborating in the following
categories:
Program Management


Defining common standards for sidewalk maintenance
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Exploring efficient methods for conducting sidewalk audits



Evaluating the effectiveness of administrative processes



Securing resources for program upgrades

Public Education / Outreach


Developing content and media outlets to promote a community value of safe
and accessible sidewalks



Making property owners aware of their responsibility for maintaining sidewalks
adjacent to their properties



Educating residents about jurisdiction programs, processes and resources
available to assist them in addressing sidewalk issues

Reporting Sidewalk Network Status


Determining content, schedules, and methods for reporting the sidewalk
network status to the Regional Transportation Commission

The work group, based on first hand experience and research/completion of this
report, is prepared to supplement jurisdiction-based efforts by offering the following
specific services:


Creating and editing documents, publicity and public education materials



Making or assisting with presentations to community groups



Facilitating jurisdiction interaction with individuals or groups who have
interest in sidewalk maintenance program design and status



Facilitating networking among local jurisdictions



Initiating a collaborative effort among the five local jurisdictions to develop
sidewalk maintenance standards language which residents can easily
understand



Identifying and supporting grants to fund upgrades of program components



Assisting with research, as resources allow

In one year, the Work Group will conduct a follow-up survey of the five local
jurisdictions to assess changes in sidewalk network status and maintenance
programs, and will submit a follow-up status report to the Regional Transportation
Commission.

I:\E&DTAC\PEDESTR\PrivateProp\RTCreport-2010\FinalReport.doc
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IX. Photographs of Barriers to Accessibility

Figure 1. Sidewalk uplift due to tree roots.

Figure 2. Large cracks in driveway.
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Figure 3. Plant obstructing the sidewalk - before.

Figure 4. Plant removed from obstructing the sidewalk - after.
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Figure 5. Deterioration of sidewalk curb.

Figure 6. Crack in new sidewalk.
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Appendix A

Local Jurisdictions’ Current Practices
City of Capitola
City of Santa Cruz
City of Scotts Valley
City of Watsonville
County of Santa Cruz
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City of Capitola

Jurisdiction Profile

A-5

Guidelines for Inspection and Clearing

A-8

Sidewalk Maintenance Improvement Program Spreadsheet 1

A-9

Sidewalk Maintenance Improvement Program Spreadsheet 2

A-10

Capitola Municipal Code (See Chapter 12.04)

http://qcode.us/codes/capitola/
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Jurisdiction Profile: City of Capitola
Information provided by: Steve Jesberg, Department of Public Works (DPW)
Director and Ed Morrison, Assistant Public Works Director
Baseline Information:
 26 road miles (centerline)
 Approximately 50% of roads have sidewalks
 Sidewalks in downtown area maintained by the property owner.
(1) Conduct jurisdiction-wide audits to identify sidewalks that do not
meet standards.











One-fifth of the city’s residential areas, and all of the commercial areas, will
be inventoried each year with the goal of bringing all sidewalks into
compliance.
An inventory has been done informally since early 1990’s, but became formal
and planned in 2008. During 2009 the second fifth was inventoried.
The City’s Capital Improvement Program identifies new sidewalk
improvements planned by the city
In response to the objective of understanding the total percentage of
compliant sidewalks in a jurisdiction, DPW staff indicated that this would be
possible for each fifth of the city audited that year and would be based on the
status of individual properties, as a unit of measurement.
The City Council of Capitola directed staff to implement sidewalk
improvement programs in 2006 and 2008.
The 2006 initiative was in response to the need to remove vegetative
obstructions; the 2008 initiative sought to more fully assess and address
hazardous conditions.
DPW has data from the inventory of the first two neighborhood “fifths”
(Attachment A-1)
DPW will review materials from other jurisdictions to beef up tracking of
property improvements
DPW would like to map their entire sidewalk network including identification
of deficiencies

(2) Report status of the entire jurisdiction’s sidewalk network annually


Information is currently gathered and reported for 1/5 of the city each year

(3) Implement administrative processes that ensure prompt resolution of
safety and access issues.



DPW staff will go look at a location within 24 hours of a complaint being filed.
If the uplift hazard is minor, the city will use their crew to grind the walkway.
If not, DPW will notify the property owner of their responsibility to fix the
problem. DPW staff will advise property owners of contractors who have
insurance on file with the City and have done similar work. Property owners
are required to complete repairs within 30 days of notification.
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Approximately 90% of the property owners comply with notices to correct
hazards and understand that it is in their best interest to reduce their liability
exposure.
Action toward property owners that don’t comply requires a public hearing
per the city’s municipal code. This process is unique among jurisdictions
surveyed and seems to represent an onerous requirement and unnecessary
hurdle to prompt resolution.
Right-of-way work requires an encroachment permit, typically provided at no
cost by the City

(4) Promote the community value of property owners maintaining safe
and accessible sidewalks



A marketing/outreach plan to promote a community value of safe and
accessible sidewalks has not been developed.
DPW staff informally discusses a shared community value when inspecting
neighborhoods and interacting with residents.

(5) Inform residents of the jurisdiction’s program for ensuring the
maintenance of safe and accessible sidewalks.






(6)



The City Council established sidewalk maintenance program goals in a public
meeting
Information regarding the program has been included in one city newsletter
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group requests that outreach emphasize the
broad value and benefit of safe and accessible sidewalks to all community
residents.
DPW will include more information about their sidewalk program on the City’s
website
DPW will write an article for an upcoming City Newsletter about the sidewalk
improvement program emphasizing the community value of having a great
pedestrian network.
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group offers to assist the DPW with the article
(draft and/or review it)
Create highly visible processes for reporting sidewalk safety and
access issues
Public education regarding the reporting process is limited. There is no
program brochure or posting on the department’s website.
Sidewalk safety and access exposures may be reported using the Regional
Transportation Commission’s Pedestrian Access Report form.

(7) Develop information and support resources for property owners
seeking to address unsafe or inaccessible sidewalk conditions


Trip hazards of less than ½ inch will be ground down by the City typically
within a targeted time line of one week.
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The City may remove minor vegetation barriers encountered in the course of
daily work activities.
Trees:
o The property owner is responsible for sidewalk tree
maintenance/repair, regardless of who planted the adjacent tree(s)
o The City planning department decides whether or not a property owner
can replace a tree.
o The City has list of currently acceptable trees to plant (changes over
time)
o The City uses root barriers for their tree plantings and is planning on
developing standards for barriers in order to encourage and insure
their proper use by property owners.

Notable practices







The City conducts a rotating five year sidewalk audit of sectors of the city.
There is a 24 hour response to reports of hazards which includes an
inspection.
The City grinds sidewalks trip hazards of less than ½ inch typically within one
week.
The City will advise property owners of contractors who have insurance on
file with the City and have done similar work. The City sustains focus on
prompt resolution by property owners.
City waives permit fees for sidewalk repair work.
The City’s enforcement process includes a public hearing as a final step. This
is unique among jurisdictions surveyed. The hearing delays resolution and is
probably not a necessary step.
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A-8

A-9

A-10

City of Santa Cruz

Jurisdiction Profile

A-13

Notice to Repair Sidewalk Area

A-16

Sidewalk and Parkway Strip Maintenance Program Brochure

A-17

Contract List Provided to Residents

A-19

California Streets and Highways Code
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Santa Cruz Municipal Code ( see section 15.20.210)
http://www.codepublishing.com/CA/SantaCruz/
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Jurisdiction Profile: City of Santa Cruz
Information provided by: Cheryl Schmitt and Jim Burr
Baseline Information:
 140 road miles (centerline miles)
 The percentage of roads with sidewalks is unknown. An audit is underway
 Sidewalks in downtown area maintained by the property owners, sometimes
through association fees.
(1) Conduct jurisdiction-wide audits to identify sidewalks that do not meet
standards.







The City’s sidewalk maintenance program is complaint driven, rather than a
systematic audit.
DPW staff also try to assess the condition of additional sidewalks near the
specific complaint (so residents don’t feel singled out), sometimes along both
sides of the block, and may also assess links to high traffic pedestrian
corridors such as safe routes to schools
The City is currently updating their map showing missing sidewalks and
ramps. This map does not address maintenance issues.
The Capital Improvement Program will include missing facilities as unfunded
DPW will consider ideas for taking an inventory of the city’s sidewalk
conditions or the response rate of private property owners to repair notices,
such as use interns or complying with community service hour conditions

(2) Report status of the entire jurisdiction’s sidewalk network annually.


Available information about the status of the sidewalk network reflects only
the complaints received and is not currently gathered or reported in a
comprehensive format. A City-wide base map of sidewalk status is
underway.

(3) Implement administrative processes that ensure prompt resolution of
safety and access issues.








City staff inspects complaints and photographs the hazardous area.
A $275 fee permit is required for all repair work (fee was waived up to July
2009, but reinstated due to the budget situation).
The City sends a letter requesting that the property owner make the repair
and notes that their home owners insurance may cover the cost.
City provides a list of potential contractors.
The property owner is not given a deadline for completion of the repair.
The City has sent over 700 letters since 2007.
Although City staff does not re-inspect to determine if the work has been
completed, they now are able to match the incidents with the finalized
permits to determine the follow-up rate.
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A follow-up study conducted by an intern in February of 2008 found that
66% of those sent notices had completed the repairs.
The City no longer does any grinding or vegetation removal, it is all the
responsibility of the property owner.

(4) Promote the community value of property owners maintaining safe
and accessible sidewalks



A marketing/outreach plan to promote a community value of safe and
accessible sidewalks consists of a brochure available in print and on the City’s
website.
The City is open to additional outreach.

(5) Inform residents of the jurisdiction’s program for ensuring the
maintenance of safe and accessible sidewalks.






A brochure describing the program is available on the DPW webpage and a
copy is included in the notice of needed repair sent to property owners.
DPW will work on getting more information about the program placed on the
City website.
DPW will work on getting an article about private property owner
maintenance responsibilities in the SCMU Review, the utility newsletter.
Other outreach ideas: Presentations to Santa Cruz Neighbors and to the City
Council.
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group volunteered to help with outreach
materials (draft, review, etc.)

(6) Create highly visible processes for reporting sidewalk safety and
access issues



Information regarding the process for reporting hazards is posted on the
DPW webpage and in program brochures. Outreach public education
regarding the process is limited.
The City also uses the RTC’s Pedestrian Access Report form.

(7) Develop information and support resources for property owners
seeking to address unsafe or inaccessible sidewalk conditions


Trees:
o City Arborist must perform an inspection if sidewalk work may impact
an adjacent tree
o Parks and Recreation Department and the Public Works department are
occasionally at odds about whether to encourage trees in the strip
between the sidewalk and the street.
o If a sidewalk uplift due to a tree, the city charges $125 for the tree
inspection by the city arborist in addition to the $275 for the city
sidewalk inspection/permit
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o

Root barriers encouraged if planting in strip between sidewalk and
street. Root barrier detail on City’s website. City encouraged to include
information in their brochure.

Notable practices







The City has a program brochure that is well-conceived and written.
There is a well-defined process for inspection and documentation of hazards.
Responses to individual hazard reports are expanded to include assessments
of adjacent sidewalks
The property owner notification package is well-conceived and written.
The process for addressing tree related sidewalk issues considers and
resolves a range of challenging issues. The fee structure is an item of
interest.
The City uses Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to map where
sidewalks exist as a way to identify deficiencies in the network.
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City of Scotts Valley

Jurisdiction Profile
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General Complaint Form
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Notification Letter
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Scotts Valley Municipal Code (See Chapter 12.04)
http://library2.municode.com/defaulttest/home.htm?infobase=13736&doc_action=whatsnew
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Jurisdiction Profile: City of Scotts Valley
Information provided by Ken Anderson (Public Works Director)
Baseline Information:
 35 miles of streets (centerline)
 Approximately 15-30% have sidewalks, mostly in commercial areas
 City maintains Scotts Valley Drive and Mt. Hermon Road
 All other business districts maintained by the district
(1) Conduct jurisdiction-wide audits to identify sidewalks that do not meet
standards.











The sidewalk improvement program is complaint driven, no formal sidewalk
audit is performed
Approximately 2 complaints were received in 2009
There is currently no process for measuring and reporting the percent of
sidewalks that are in compliance.
Currently there are no goals or timetables for compliance.
Most of the sidewalks are new and don’t yet need much maintenance
Much of the city is on slopes which would not meet ADA standards
The City’s Capital Improvement Program includes new sidewalk projects and
sidewalk repairs such as curb cuts, which are prioritized based on funding
projections
The City has a Sidewalk Master Plan, but it is ten years old
The City has an ADA Committee comprised of two caregivers (1 for an adult,
1 for a child), two disabled individuals (both use power chairs), 1 City Council
member, 1 staff each from DPW, planning and police.
The Capital Improvement Program will include missing facilities as unfunded

(2) Report status of the entire jurisdiction’s sidewalk network annually.


Information is not currently gathered or reported in this format.

(3) Implement administrative processes that ensure prompt resolution of
safety and access issues.







City staff inspects complaints and knocks on door/explains program to
property owner.
No fee is charged the property owner for an encroachment or repair permit
The City does not provide pavement grinding, but may take care of
vegetation immediately, especially if it pushes people out into the street.
Residents are notified that city crews may use chainsaw or other rough tools
to trim vegetation
Property owners are required to use a licensed contractor in making repairs.
The City stays in touch with the property owner until the problem is resolved.
It uses a “tickler” system to monitor completion of the work.
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If property owners do not make repairs, the City would do so with the option
of placing a lien on the property if payment was not made.
The City aims for 100% of the conditions prompting complaints to be
corrected.
The City adds new sidewalks primarily when it is a condition of a new
subdivision or other improvement.

(4) Promote the community value of property owners maintaining safe
and accessible sidewalks


A marketing/outreach plan to promote a community value of safe and
accessible sidewalks has not been developed.

(5) Inform residents of the jurisdiction’s program for ensuring the
maintenance of safe and accessible sidewalks.












Outreach public education regarding the program is limited.
The City feels that businesses are aware of their responsibilities for sidewalk
maintenance.
Residential property owners are not as aware, but there are fewer sidewalks
in these areas
The City does not have brochure for property owners on its website or in its
lobby.
Requirements are communicated when the property owner is notified of
sidewalk hazards/exposures.
The City does not have a newsletter for publicizing the program.
More program information could be placed on the City website
Other Outreach Ideas:
o Work with homeowner associations
o Place articles in the Scotts Valley Press Banner newspaper
o Make presentations to televised City Council meetings
o Solicit leadership from the mayor
DPW staff is receptive to coordinating with the other local jurisdictions to
develop a common set of standards for property owner sidewalk maintenance
and repairs.
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group volunteered to help with outreach
materials (draft, review, etc.)

(6) Create highly visible processes for reporting sidewalk safety and
access issues




Information regarding the process for reporting exposures is posted on the
DPW webpage.
Either the generic city complaint form or the RTC’s Pedestrian Access Report
can be used to report hazards.
Public education regarding the process is limited.
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(7) Develop information and support resources for property owners
seeking to address unsafe or inaccessible sidewalk conditions


Few trees in strip between sidewalk and street, so few tree issues on
sidewalks
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City of Watsonville

Jurisdiction Profile
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Notice to Repair Letter
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Public Works Letter Regarding Property Owner Responsibility
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Watsonville Municipal Code (See Chapter 7-2)
http://www.codepublishing.com/ca/watsonville/
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Jurisdiction Profile: City of Watsonville
Information provided by Maria Esther Rodriguez (Principal Engineer) and Rosemarie
Martinez Dow (Assistant Engineer)
Baseline Information:
 92 miles of streets (centerline)
 Approximately 75% have sidewalks on both sides
(1) Conduct jurisdiction-wide audits to identify sidewalks that do not meet
standards.






The sidewalk maintenance program is complaint driven.
There is no formal sidewalk audit process to determine the percent of
sidewalks adjacent to private property that are in compliance.
The City is making progress toward compliance with each new project that is
proposed and approved. A plan is not currently in place to achieve full
compliance within a defined period of time.
The City has a goal of installing curb cuts at all intersections. The curb cuts
are mapped on the city’s Geographic Information System (GIS).
The City pays for the installation of curb ramps at intersections but adjacent
property owners are responsible for maintenance of the sidewalks.

(2) Report status of the entire jurisdiction’s sidewalk network annually.


Information is not currently gathered or reported in this format.

(3) Implement administrative processes that ensure prompt resolution of
safety and access issues.










City staff inspects complaint and photographs problem
For complaints about vegetation, the City takes photo and sends letter to the
property owner with request for immediate attention.
The City may do free concrete grinding if the problem is ¼ to ½ inch uplift.
If there is a significant safety or access exposure, a letter/photo is posted at
the site.
The City bids a contract every two years that includes rates, specifications,
and procedures. The contractor awarded the bid then performs the
pedestrian facility repairs as directed by City staff. (Referred in this
document as “City contractor”)
A letter with a cost quote is sent to property owner requiring them to either:
o Fix the problem using their own contractor within 30 days or
o Enter into an agreement with the City to have the City contractor
make the repair.
Upon request, Property owners are given a list of licensed contractors with
whom they can negotiate their own terms. The list of contractors is compiled
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A permit is needed for repair work done by private citizens. A licensed
contractor pulls the permit. No permit required if the work is performed
under the City contract.
The permit includes a 10% fee to cover inspection costs.
The City aims for 100% of complaints to be corrected.
An asphalt overlay of the streets triggers ramp and ADA improvements, but
chip seal does not.

(4) Promote the community value of property owners maintaining safe
and accessible sidewalks


A marketing/outreach plan to promote a community value of safe and
accessible sidewalks has not been developed.

(5) Inform residents of the jurisdiction’s program for ensuring the
maintenance of safe and accessible sidewalks.








The City publishes a brochure describing the program for property owners to
maintain their sidewalks.
The City acknowledges it could place more program information on its
website
City Staff has presented information on Sidewalk repair to Realtor’s board
Other Outreach Ideas:
o Insert program information in utility and/or property tax billings
mailed to city residents.
o Create a sticker that could be used on all trash cans
The South County Bike and Pedestrian Safety Work Group is also working on
promoting pedestrian safety and has a goal to increase community
awareness and promote use of hazard reporting
DPW supports a countywide mandate for property owners to repair sidewalks
at the time of sale.

(6) Create highly visible processes for reporting sidewalk safety and
access issues


Public education regarding the process is limited.

(7) Develop information and support resources for property owners
seeking to address unsafe or inaccessible sidewalk conditions




The City may do free concrete grinding if the problem is ¼ to ½ inch uplift
City gives property owners two weeks to take care of vegetation issues, if not
done the City will take care of it and bill property owners or add costs to
property tax
The City Finance Department offers the option of setting up an
agreement/account for property owners who opt to use the city’s contractor,
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Cost of curb cuts subtracted out of the repair cost estimate.
The agreement is notarized. If property owner defaults on the loan, then
added to their property tax bill.
The City repairs sidewalks damaged due to street trees if the city planted the
tree. Sometimes the city will replace the tree and add root barriers.
The City has a list of approved trees
Landscaping in strip between sidewalk and street occurs primarily in
commercial and industrial areas

Notable practices






The City offers property owners the option of having the city’s contractor,
with who they have negotiated rates, perform the work.
The City Finance Department sets up an agreement/account, for property
owners who opt to use the City contractor, to pay back the cost of repairs
with a zero interest loan over one year (In hardship cases, it may be
extended to two years).
The agreement is notarized. If property owner defaults on the loan, then
added to their property tax bill.
The City has an aggressive curb cut program that is prioritized based on
community requests primarily addressing the needs of seniors, people with
disabilities and children.
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County of Santa Cruz

Jurisdiction Profile

A-45

Santa Cruz County Municipal Code
http://www.codepublishing.com/ca/santacruzcounty/
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Jurisdiction Profile: County of Santa Cruz
Information provided by Jack Sohriakoff
Baseline Information:
 640 road miles (centerline)
 Approximately 25% of roads have sidewalks
 In general, sidewalks in urbanized areas (Aptos, Soquel , Felton, etc.) are
maintained by the adjacent property owners or business association.
(1) Conduct jurisdiction-wide audits to identify sidewalks that do not meet
standards.










The County has a complaint-driven sidewalk maintenance program
No formal inventory of sidewalk conditions is performed
There is no current process for determining the percent of sidewalks that are
in compliance, nor are there goals for achieving a level of compliance for safe
and accessible sidewalks.
DPW will check in with other counties or professional organizations to identify
processes used in performing sidewalk audits.
Ideas discussed for conducting sidewalk audits include:
o Include sidewalk assessments with annual inspections of signs by county
staff beginning with the urbanized areas in villages and towns
o Consider alternative staff to perform audits (interns, volunteers, etc.)
o Seek a new funding source to cover project costs
Measure C requires County to send an annual report to the County about the
status of bicycle and pedestrian facility construction. Although the measure
primarily relates to new construction, rather than maintenance of existing
facilities, it is an example of regular reporting practices.
DPW will request that sidewalks be included on the GIS mapping system

(2) Report status of the entire jurisdiction’s sidewalk network annually.


This information is not currently gathered or reported.

(3) Implement administrative processes that ensure prompt resolution of
safety and access issues





County staff inspects complaints
If the sidewalk issue is related to a County-maintained drainage system, curb
inlets, culverts, etc, then County fixes problem
DPW sends a letter to property owner requiring them to fix the problem using
a licensed contractor (no list provided)
DPW requests that the property owner address vegetation hazards within 2
weeks. There is a 30-day time requirement for property owners to address
other types of hazards/exposures. If property owners do not fix the problem
within a specified time limit we may elect to have our crews perform the
work and charge the property owner accordingly.
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If improvements are minor or considered basic maintenance, then no permits
are needed. Otherwise if the work is considered major and requires
inspections, the property owner will need to secure permits and pay fees.
DPW assumes that property owners comply with notices to correct sidewalk
conditions so a formal enforcement process has not been developed.
DPW plans to develop a “tickler” file to determine whether or not the work is
done
The County aims for 100% of complaints to be corrected.

(4) Promote the community value of property owners maintaining safe
and accessible sidewalks


A marketing/outreach plan to promote a community value of safe and
accessible sidewalks has not been developed.

(5) Inform residents of the jurisdiction’s program for ensuring the
maintenance of safe and accessible sidewalks.






The County has no brochure or newsletter
The County acknowledges it could put more program information, including
sidewalk maintenance standards, on its website
Other Outreach Ideas:
o Insert program information in a waste management or property tax bill
o Work with Traffic Safety Coalition, particularly on safe routes to school
o Encourage Board members to solicit input from their constituents
o Work with chambers of commerce to publicize sidewalk maintenance
responsibilities
o County road crews could inspect sidewalks adjacent to road and sign
work
o DPW would provide sidewalk maintenance brochures (if developed) at
the many community meetings that county staff attend (schools,
neighborhoods, etc.)
The Pedestrian Safety Work Group volunteered to help develop outreach
materials (draft, review, etc.)

(6) Create highly visible processes for reporting sidewalk safety and
access issues



Information regarding the process for reporting hazards/exposures is posted
on the DPW webpage. Outreach public education regarding the process is
limited.
DPW receives the RTC’s Pedestrian Access Report forms.

(7) Develop information and support resources for property owners
seeking to address unsafe or inaccessible sidewalk conditions


A description of the basic process for addressing sidewalk exposures is
included in notices to property owners with noncompliant sidewalks.
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The information does not include a description of repair options or resources
available for making repairs.
Trees:
o Root barrier design criteria included in notice to property owners.
Barrier required if county does inspection.
o Redevelopment Agency has a program to encourage property owners
to plant trees provided by agency. How property owner plants trees is
not monitored.
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Appendix B

Benchmark Jurisdictions’ Current Practices
City of Corvallis, Oregon
City of Fairfield, Ohio
City of San Jose, California
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City of Corvallis, Oregon

Survey Results

B-5

Sidewalk Safety Program (Website)

B-11

Sidewalk Safety Districts Map

B-13

Guidelines for Public Sidewalk and Driveway Repairs

B-14

Policies / Interpretations / Procedures

B-17

Council Policy Manual (See CP 91-7.08)
http://www.ci.corvallis.or.us/downloads/pw/Ccpol7-08sidewalk.pdf
Corvallis Municipal Code (See Chapter 2.15)
http://archive.ci.corvallis.or.us/DocView.aspx?id=212640
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Jurisdictional Programs to Facilitate Sidewalk Maintenance
By Adjacent Property Owners
Survey Questions
Benchmark Jurisdiction: Corvallis, OR
Person Interviewed: Bruce Moser, Public Works, City of Corvallis
bruce.moser@ci.corvallis.or.us
(541) 754-1779
Website:http://www.ci.corvallis.or.us/index.php?option=content&task=view&id=519&Itemid=4
57
Brief Summary The City of Corvallis, OR started their program to ensure property owners
maintained their sidewalks about 20 years ago. The city currently inspects 1/10 of the
jurisdiction every year (all of the jurisdiction every 10 years). Property owners of non-compliant
sidewalks are notified that they are responsible to repair their sidewalks within 90 days of
notification. The city offers to repair the sidewalks by the city contractor for typically a less
expensive cost to the property owner. If the property owner does not make the repairs, the city
takes them to court with the potential of a $2500 fine and the property owners have always made
the repairs. Typically the city contractor repairs 95% of the sidewalks and property owners
repair 5% of the sidewalks through their own contractors.
The city has a commitment to 100% compliance of the areas inspected per year.
Demographics

1.

What is the population of your jurisdiction?
54,000

2.

What percentage of the population lives in urban versus rural settings?
90% Urban
10% Rural

Standards
3. Does your jurisdiction have defined standards for sidewalk pavement condition and
accessibility? If so, what are the sources of the standards?
x

Defined standards in which document:_Newsletter__
Basis – Explain ADA standards on Federal Register - maximum 2% cross slope,
maximum ½” lip, maximum 1” gap. Note: Standards do not address poor quality cement where
aggregate can pop out. This type of sidewalk condition is hard to measure. It is written in the
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code that the city engineer or agent can make determination that the sidewalks are out of
compliance due to being too rough.

Outreach
4. How are property owners informed of their responsibility to maintain their sidewalks
in safe and accessible condition?

x
x

Brochure
Website
Newsletter Yearly
Real estate agent at time of house purchase
Other – Explain

1- It is written in the city municipal code.
2- Letters are sent out every year to all property owners who will have their sidewalks inspected
that year. (1000’s of letters/year).
Objectives
5. Has your jurisdiction made a commitment to having a certain percentage of sidewalks
comply with safety and access standards within a specified timeframe? If so, what
are the commitments?
___
x

No
Yes
% of sidewalks will conform to standards within
years
Other – Explain
City is committed to 100% compliance every year for the inspected portion (1/10)

of the city.
6. Are the commitments for compliance different for sidewalks maintained by your
jurisdiction and those for which property owners are responsible?

___

No
Yes - Explain

7. Does the jurisdiction have a method for measuring and reporting year to year
improvement in the percentage of sidewalks that are in compliance?
___
x

No
Yes - Explain
City gets 100% compliance every year for the inspected portion (1/10th) of the

city.
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Identification of Sidewalks in Need of Repair

8. Does the jurisdiction regularly perform jurisdiction-wide audits of sidewalk safety
and accessibility? If so, how often are these audits conducted?
_x__ Yes, every _10 years the sidewalks throughout the jurisdiction are
inspected.
___ No

9. Can you provide an estimate of staff time and resources required to perform these
audits?
___
___

Staff hours per year
Other resources

10. What methods are available for citizens to report hazards or barriers to accessibility?
x
x
x
x

Jurisdiction website online/downloadable form
Phone calls taken to report hazard/barrier 90%
Emails taken to report hazard/barrier
Paper form provided at jurisdiction
Other - Explain
Advocates raise issues to committees.

11. Does your jurisdiction coordinate with neighboring jurisdictions to ensure
consistency of programs? If yes, please explain. Corvallis’s program is a model
program. Other jurisdictions call wanting information of how they run their program
(6 to 10 calls per year).

12. On a yearly basis, approximately what ratio of non-conforming sidewalks is identified
by jurisdiction inspections versus citizen complaints?
Majority
20-30/year

Jurisdiction Inspections
Citizen Complaints

Methods for Enforcement of Property Owner’s Responsibility to Maintain Sidewalks to
Standards

13. Are there ordinances or codes requiring property owners to maintain sidewalks to
jurisdictional standards? Yes, municipal code.
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14. Does the ordinance or code require the property owners to bring sidewalks into
compliance within a specified timeframe? If so, what is the timeframe? Yes, 90
days.

15. What is the process for notifying property owners of their responsibility to maintain
their sidewalk to standards?
x
x
x

Property inspected prior to notification to verify non-compliance
Notification by letter
Notification by phone
Other - Explain

The city sends the first letter telling all property owners in the area to be inspected, that they are
coming out to inspect the sidewalks. Inspection takes place and any sidewalks out of compliance
are marked. A letter is sent to notify the property owners that their sidewalk is not in compliance
and they need to have it repaired within 90 days. In this letter, the city offers to have the
sidewalk be repaired by the city contractor and provides an estimate of the cost. Typically 9095% of the people have the city do the work. The property owners need to tell the city within 30
days if they want to be in the contract. City opens the job up for a bid and then City sends
another letter (certified mail) to property owners telling them the exact cost. The property
owners have 2 weeks to send in a check (but they really give them more time). The cost is
typically about $250/panel. If do not hear from property owner, they inspect to see if sidewalk is
fixed. If not they send them a terse letter that they are in violation of the city code. At this point,
the City may get a few more people who want to have their sidewalks repaired by the city
contractor and they are charged a slightly higher cost ($300/panel). If people do not repair, the
city takes them to court and then they make repair so they do not have to pay $2500 fine. 95% of
people willing to make the repairs, 4% wait until the last minute, 1% do not make repairs and
they are taken to court.
If a complaint is made about a sidewalk, process is similar but may not be the right time frame
for the city contractor to be able to make the repairs.
16. How and when do you follow up after notifying a property owner of a noncompliant
sidewalk to assess whether a repair is being initiated?
See above.
17. Are licensed contractors, inspections and standards for concrete repair required?
Licensed contractors and inspections are required for both the city contractor and by the property
owners contractor.
18. In practice, will the jurisdiction initiate repairs if property owner does not make
repairs within specified timeframe?
Yes!
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Financing

19. If your jurisdiction makes repairs, following property owner failure to make the
repairs within the specified timeframe, do you bill the property owner?
City takes the property owners to court and property owners then make repairs.
20. Will the cost of repair be added to the property tax, a lien put on house, or addressed
by some other method? Please explain.
City never had to do this as once the property owner is taken to court, they are motivated to make
the repair.
21. If a lien is used, where does the funding come from to cover the costs until the house
is sold?
Not applicable. See 19 and 20 above.
22. Does your jurisdiction pay for any sidewalk repair on property adjacent to private
property such as vegetation removal, grinding of sidewalks, or repair due to street tree
damage? No
___
___
___

Vegetation removal
Grinding of sidewalks < ___ inches
Repair due to street tree damage

City puts in ADA ramps and is on track for 100% compliance for ADA ramps in 2012.
23. Does your jurisdiction offer any programs to assist property owners who cannot
afford repairs?

x

No
Yes – Explain The City provides hardship loans to be paid monthly over a year.

Resources
24. Approximately, how much staff time in your agency is devoted to working on
sidewalk programs/projects and in particular programs that facilitate private property
owner maintenance of their sidewalks?

1

FTE or Staff hours per week on sidewalk programs
FTE or Staff hours per week on property owner sidewalk maintenance
programs

25. Have you received grants to assist with any of the above sidewalk-related activities?
No
B-9

If yes, what activities are funded and what was the source of funds?
City has received grants to put in ADA ramps and pads and landings at transit stops.
26. Can your agency share any forms, tools or efficiency tips? (public education, property
owner notification, tracking of property owner repairs, notices of non-compliance,
documents relating to jurisdiction initiated repairs)
City uses a computer program that tracks permits and it has a sidewalk component. It can access
homeowners’ information.
27. What major challenges did you encounter in the design and implementation of your
program? How were these issues addressed?
Sweetgum trees are destroying sidewalks at a rapid pace. Sometimes even as quick as 5 months
after a repair! About 70% of the sidewalk repairs are due to street tree damage that the property
owners have to pay for even though the trees were put in as part of a street tree program many
years ago. There is a street tree ordinance which makes it challenging for property owners to
take out their street trees. He has looked into all sorts of different ideas to deal with the problem
such as rubber sidewalks, alternate types of concrete installation such as interlock and wiring that
will lift 2 or more panels together. There is a list of street trees that are not a problem on their
website.
28. Do you have other comments or suggestions?
The inspectors and contractors making the repairs are the city’s representatives out in the
community. They are taking a hard message out to the community. It is important that they
have the skill to interface with the public in a positive, informed manner.
The street tree program should be communicating with the sidewalk program.
The November city council meeting will have an item to propose that the city charge additional
property tax fees so that the city will have funds to repair the sidewalks instead of the property
owners.
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Sidewalk Safety Program (Website)
(Last Updated, Wednesday, March 04 2009)

The goal of the Sidewalk Safety Program is to repair and replace hazardous sidewalks and to construct
incomplete sections of the sidewalk system over time. The City has a responsibility to ensure that
sidewalks are maintained for the community as a whole, including upgrading corners to provide
wheelchair ramps, maintaining new public alley approaches, and repairing sidewalks adjacent to Cityowned property.
The effort to ensure sidewalks are maintained in safe condition is shared by property owners. Property
owners are responsible for the construction and maintenance of sidewalks and driveway approaches next
to their property's frontage. Chapter 2.15 of the City's Municipal Code establishes the property owners'
responsibility for repair and their liability in case of an accident. Any time a sidewalk's condition is noted
as presenting a safety hazard to pedestrians, the City notifies the property owner that repairs are required
and then follows up to ensure the repairs are completed.
In addition to notifying property owners of unsafe sidewalks as they are noted by City staff or are reported
by pedestrians, the City also conducts an annual Sidewalk Safety Program. Each year, one of eleven
sidewalk districts is surveyed for sidewalks in need of repairs. The repair criteria
are specific (see below). The property owners are notified of the need for repairs, and they are offered the
opportunity to participate in the City's repair contract. The City puts the total work out to bid, with the bid
going to the lowest responsive, responsible bidder, in accordance with State of Oregon purchasing and
contracting guidelines. Property owners are then notified of the actual costs to perform their repairs based
on the low bid, and they must make payment in full to the
City before the contractor performs the work.
Frequently Asked Questions about the Sidewalk Safety Program
Why have I received notice from the City to repair my sidewalk?
The City has established safety criteria for our sidewalks that are being applied uniformly throughout the
community. The criteria are specific in what constitutes a needed sidewalk repair.
1.All year-round, property owners are notified of unsafe sidewalks as they are noted by City staff or are
reported by pedestrians.
2.Each year, one of eleven sidewalk districts is surveyed for sidewalks in need of repairs. Property
owners are notified and given an opportunity to participate in a large, City-coordinated
contract. Notices for the Annual Sidewalk Safety Program are usually mailed
in November or December.
What options do I have to repair my sidewalk?
If the case number in the subject line of your letter starts with VIO, your notification was not part of the
City's Annual Sidewalk Safety Program, and you will be responsible for coordinating the repairs yourself
(see the next question, "How do I arrange for sidewalk repair?").
If the case number in the subject line of your letter starts with SWD, you have been notified during the
City's Annual Sidewalk Safety Program which focused on your sidewalk district, and you will have two
options each with different advantages. Choose the option that's best for you:
1. You can arrange for the work to be done yourself.
Work gets done faster.
You choose your own contractor.
You have direct control over the work.
You coordinate bids, permits and inspections.
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2. You can have the City coordinate the repair work.
Bidding and contract award process may slow completion of the work.
Actual cost will not be known until the City's bid process is complete.
The City may be able to obtain a lower price due to quantity of work contracted.
The City will administer the repair contract, including coordinating bids, permits and inspections.
How do I arrange for sidewalk repair?
A permit must be obtained from the City's Development Services Division at 501 SW Madison Avenue for
all sidewalk repairs except grinding.
The permit fee is $10. The work needs to be done to City construction standards by a licensed concrete
finisher. Property owners who apply for permits to do sidewalk repairs themselves (but do not plan to
have the work done by a licensed concrete finisher) must sign a statement of understanding of current
applicable City standards and submit proof of insurance (including a clause showing the City as an
additional insured party) in the following amounts:
Each occurrence: $1,000,000
Personal & Adv Injury: $1,000,000
General Aggregate: $1,000,000
Comp/Op Aggregate: $1,000,000
For more information, contact the Development Services Division at 541-766-6929.After receiving notice
about the specific repairs needed, you will have 60 days from the notice date to complete the work.If I
decide to let the City do the work, what do I need to do? You will need to submit the request form
included with the sidewalk repair notification letter sent by the City. The City will then
bid your repairs as part of a larger sidewalk repair project and notify you of actual costs once bids are
received. Actual costs will include an administrative fee equal to the current permit fee for such work.
What are typical sidewalk repair costs for repairs coordinated by the City?
Sidewalk removal and replacement can range from $8.00 and $10.00 per square foot. Sidewalk grinding
is estimated at $10.00 to $12.00 per lineal foot. For more information or to report a sidewalk hazard, call
the Public Works Department at (541) 766-6916. For more information on obtaining a construction permit
for a sidewalk repair, contact The City of Corvallis, Community
Development Department, Development Services Division, (541) 766-6929.
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Corvallis, Oregon
Sidewalk Safety Districts
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CITY OF CORVALLIS, OREGON
GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC SIDEWALK AND DRIVEWAY REPAIRS
These guidelines shall be used to determine when and to what extent public sidewalk driveway
approach and alley approach repairs shall be required.
Removal and replacement or repairs shall be required whenever a public sidewalk or driveway
approach is in a hazardous or unsafe condition. A hazardous or unsafe condition shall be
determined by the limits as set forth in these guidelines in conjunction with the judgement of the
City Engineer or designated representative.
DEFINITIONS
Panel:

A panel is any section defined by joints, or score marks or an approximate
square when joints do not exist.

Driveway Approach: A driveway approach is that portion of the driveway between the curb and
the property line.
Alley Approach:

An alley approach is that portion of an alley between the curb and
property line side of the sidewalk or right-of-way.

Public:

Any facility within the public right-of-way between the property line and
street curb or surfacing.

CONDITIONS REQUIRING REPAIR OR CONSTRUCTION
The following is a listing of the criteria by which a sidewalk is considered hazardous or unsafe
and therefore may require removal and replacement or repairs. Removal and replacement or
repairs may be required based on any one of the items individually or a combination of the items.
These criteria should be used as guidelines with judgement and discretion used in their
application.
Removal and Replacement
Removal and replacement of complete panels is required when any of the following conditions
exist:
!

A vertical separation of more than 1-inch at either a joint or crack.

!

A horizontal separation of 1 inch or more at either a joint or crack.

!

The cross slope of sidewalks is greater than 3/4" per foot (1:16).

!

Water ponds due to insufficient cross slope or misalignment. Removal and
replacement shall not be required if the problem is corrected by modifications to
1
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adjacent landscaping or obstructions.
!

Severely rough, uneven surface due to scaling or spalling that would cause a
tripping hazard.

!

Severe cracking resulting in multiple loose or unstable individual pieces within a
panel.

Grinding
Grinding is required when any of the following conditions exist:
!

A vertical separation between 1/2-inch and 1-inch at the joint. Ground surfaces
shall have a maximum slope of 1.5 inches per foot (1:8). Ground surfaces 4
inches or more in width shall be roughened.

OTHER CONDITIONS
Tree Roots
The following alternatives may be used to repair sidewalks affected by adjacent tree roots.
Please consult a licensed arborist regarding these options.
!

The sidewalk may be rerouted around the offending roots. Rerouting of the
sidewalk may require dedication of an easement to the City for the sidewalk.

!

The sidewalk may be ramped over the tree roots, provided the longitudinal slope
does not exceed 1 inch per foot (1:12).

!

The sidewalk may be removed and replaced after the tree roots have been pruned
by a licensed arborist.

!

Remove tree (permit required from the Parks and Recreation Department) and
replace sidewalk. This option should be considered only if other remedies are
impractical.

General
!

Gravel or asphaltic concrete driveway and alley approaches shall be replaced with
concrete where street curb and sidewalk exist.

!

Abandoned or vacated driveway and alley approaches shall be removed and curb
and sidewalk constructed across the abandoned section.

!

Ambulatory ramps will be installed at all intersections in conjunction with the
Safety Sidewalk Program annual repair districts as City funds allow.
2
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!

Sidewalks shall be installed to complete gaps and missing sections when other
segments of adjacent sidewalks exist between intersections in accordance with
Council Policy 7.08.022.

Standard Construction Specifications
!

All public sidewalk, driveway approach, alley approach, and ambulatory ramps
shall be constructed in accordance with the City*s Standard Construction
Specifications, latest edition.

Sidewalk Marking Codes

=

= Grind panel edge

Remove and replace
sidewalk panels
between “tee” marks

Updated 11/7/05

3
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Community Development
Development Services Division
501 SW Madison Avenue
P.O. Box 1083
Corvallis, OR 97339-1083
(541) 766-6929
TTY (541) 766-6477
FAX (541) 766-6936

Policies / Interpretations / Procedures
POL 1022

Adopted: December 4, 1989
Last Reviewed: December, 2009

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE INSTALLATION OR REPAIR OF SIDEWALKS,
CURBS, OR DRIVEWAYS IN THE PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY

Policy Summary:
Specifies the qualifications for individuals who apply for permits to install or repair any
accessible concrete, including sidewalks, driveway/alley approaches, bike lanes, or curbs/gutters
in the public right-of-way as outlined in Section 2.15.080 of the City Municipal Code.
Background:
Until January of 1995, the City Municipal Code had required City "cement finisher's licenses" for
anyone engaged "in the business of constructing or repairing any sidewalk, curb, or driveway in
the public right-of way..." Because of a conflict with ORS 701.055, the cement finisher's
licensing requirement was deleted; however, the City continued its desire to ensure these
individuals were aware of City standards, had appropriate experience, and maintained appropriate
levels of insurance. This policy provides a summary of the required qualifications.
Discussion:
Section 2.15.080 of the Municipal Code states as follows:
No person shall accept remuneration for constructing or repairing any sidewalk, driveway
approach, or curb in the public right-of-way unless the person is registered with the
Construction Contractors Board, and has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the City
Manager the ability to perform the work in a workmanlike fashion according to the City’s
specifications.
In order to demonstrate the ability to perform work as stated above, an individual must possess
knowledge of the current applicable City standards. A person who accepts remuneration for this
type of work must be registered with the CCB; consequently the City has some assurance the
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POL 1022
December 2009
Page 2
individual is bonded and has some experience. Additionally, these individuals are required to
sign a statement indicating that he/she understands the applicable City standards.
This policy also applies to those who are not accepting remuneration as described in Section
2.15.080 cited above. These individuals are not required to possess a CCB registration; however,
he/she must also sign a statement indicating that he/she understands the applicable City standards
and must submit proof of insurance.
Some sidewalk repairs are accomplished by grinding panels to alleviate trip hazards. A sidewalk
repair permit is required for grinding but the individual making a repair by grinding does not need
to meet these qualification requirements.
Policy:
Individuals who apply for permits to install or repair sidewalks, bike paths, driveway/alley
approaches, or curbs in the public right-of-way as outlined in Section 2.15.080 of the City
Municipal Code and who are accepting remuneration for these services must meet the following
criteria:
•

Pay the one-time $25.00 registration fee, and,

•

Sign a statement indicating that he/she has reviewed and understands the current
applicable City of Corvallis standards, and

•

Show a current registration with the CCB, maintain this registration and submit proof of
and maintain insurance in the following amount (including a clause showing the City as an
additional insured party-example: The City of Corvallis, it's officers, agents, and
employees shall be additionally insured with respect to operations performed within the
City of Corvallis):

General Liability:
Each Occurrence
Personal and Adv Injury
General Aggregate
Comp/Op Aggregate

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000

If at any time the CCB registration or insurance lapses, the individual must reapply using the
same steps outlined above.
Property owners who apply for permits to install or repair sidewalks, bike paths, driveway/alley
approaches, or curbs/gutters in the public right-of-way adjacent to their property and who are not
accepting remuneration for these services must meet the following criteria:
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POL 1022
December 2009
Page 3
•

Sign a statement indicating that he/she has reviewed and understands the current
applicable City of Corvallis standards, and

•

Submit proof of and maintain insurance for the duration of the project in the following
amount (including a clause showing the City as an additional insured party - example:
The City of Corvallis, it's officers, agents, and employees shall be additionally insured
with respect to operations performed within the City of Corvallis):

Personal Liability:
Each Occurrence

$1,000,000

NEXT SCHEDULED REVIEW: December 2011
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City of Fairfield, Ohio

Survey Results
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Sidewalks (Website)
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Notice to Repair Letter

B-32

Legal Notice to Repair Letter

B-33

Sidewalk Apron Inspection Report

B-34

Address list of Sidewalks in Need of Repair Spreadsheet

B-35

Sidewalk Replacement Program Brochure
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Fairfield Municipal Code
http://www.fairfield-city.org/devservices/governingcodes.cfm
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Jurisdictional Programs to Facilitate Sidewalk Maintenance
By Adjacent Property Owners
Survey Questions
Benchmark Jurisdiction: Fairfield, OH
Person Interviewed: Don Brill, Public Works Department, City of Fairfield
dbrill@fairfield-city.org
(513) 867-4218
Website: http://www.fairfield-city.org/publicworks/sidewalks.cfm
Brief Summary The city of Fairfield, OH started their program to ensure property owners
maintained their sidewalks about 15 years ago due to a couple of lawsuits and the city’s
insurance rates going up. The city currently inspects ¼ of the jurisdiction every year (all of the
jurisdiction every 4 years). Property owners of non-compliant sidewalks are notified that they
are responsible to repair their sidewalks within 60 days of notification. The city offers to repair
the sidewalks by the city contractor for typically a less expensive cost to the property owner than
if they were to do it through their own contractor. Typically the city repairs 95% of the sidewalks
and property owners repair 5% of the sidewalks through their own contractors. If the sidewalk is
not repaired within 60 days of notification, the city will make the repair. The property owners are
billed by the city for the repair. At the property owners request or if they do not pay the bill, the
cost is added to the property tax to be paid over a 5 year period. The city has a commitment to
100% compliance of the areas inspected per year.

Demographics

29.

What is your jurisdiction – a city, county? Incorporated city (no downtown) What
is the population of your jurisdiction? 42,000

30.

What percentage of the population lives in urban versus rural settings?
99%
1%

Urban
Rural

Standards
31. Does your jurisdiction have defined standards for sidewalk pavement condition
and accessibility? If so, what are the sources of the standards?
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yes

Defined standards in which document:__Brochure___________
Basis - Explain
Don said the standards were defined by their city or possibly other neighboring
cities with similar programs. [No crack > 0.5”, no lip > 0.5”, no concrete spalding (surficial
breakdown of concrete due to salting for snow and ice)]
Outreach
32. How are property owners informed of their responsibility to maintain their
sidewalks in safe and accessible condition?
x

Brochure
Public Works sends out brochure to property owners who need to make repairs
after city-wide inspections determine what sidewalks need replacement.
Website
Newsletter
Real estate agent at time of house purchase
Other - Explain
City Council passes ordinance each year requiring property owners to maintain
their sidewalks.

Objectives
33. Has your jurisdiction made a commitment to having a certain percentage of
sidewalks comply with safety and access standards within a specified timeframe?
If so, what are the commitments?
___

No
Yes
% of sidewalks will conform to standards within
years
x
Other – Explain
100% of sidewalks inspected every year will conform to standards by the end of
the year (if not sooner!). The 12 square mile jurisdiction is broken into 4 areas and 1 area is
inspected every year, all 4 areas are inspected every 4 years. Last year, the number of sidewalk
repairs was 546.
34. Are the commitments for compliance different for sidewalks maintained by your
jurisdiction and those for which property owners are responsible?

_x__ No
Yes - Explain

35. Does the jurisdiction have a method for measuring and reporting year to year
improvement in the percentage of sidewalks that are in compliance?
___

No
Yes - Explain
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They have 100% compliance from year to year for the area inspected.

Identification of Sidewalks in Need of Repair

36. Does the jurisdiction regularly perform jurisdiction-wide audits of sidewalk safety
and accessibility? If so, how often are these audits conducted?
_x__ Yes, every __4__ years the sidewalks throughout the jurisdiction are
inspected.
___ No

37. Can you provide an estimate of staff time and resources required to perform these
audits? He did not give this estimate separate from the total estimate of time for
whole program.
___
___

Staff hours per year
Other resources

38. What methods are available for citizens to report hazards or barriers to
accessibility?

x
x
x

Jurisdiction website online/downloadable form
Phone calls taken to report hazard/barrier Most common method
Emails taken to report hazard/barrier
Paper form provided at jurisdiction
Other - Explain
Call city councilman
39. Does your jurisdiction coordinate with neighboring jurisdictions to ensure
consistency of programs? If yes, please explain. Not really, they all have their
own programs with similar philosophy. Initially, they borrowed ideas from the
neighboring jurisdictions of Hamilton and Middletown, OH.

40. On a yearly basis, approximately what ratio of non-conforming sidewalks is
identified by jurisdiction inspections versus citizen complaints?
Jurisdiction Inspections
Citizen Complaints
Estimate of less than 25/year out of a total of 546 for last year (less than 5%) of
the repairs due to citizen complaints versus city inspections.
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Methods for Enforcement of Property Owner’s Responsibility to Maintain Sidewalks to
Standards

41. Are there ordinances or codes requiring property owners to maintain sidewalks to
jurisdictional standards? Yes, he will send.

42. Does the ordinance or code require the property owners to bring sidewalks into
compliance within a specified timeframe? If so, what is the timeframe? Yes, 60
days.

43. What is the process for notifying property owners of their responsibility to
maintain their sidewalk to standards?
x
x
x

Property inspected prior to notification to verify non-compliance
Notification by letter Certified
Notification by phone
Other - Explain
If they do not get back the receipt of a certified letter, they will hand deliver the
letter.
Property owners are notified from their address on the tax form.
44. How and when do you follow up after notifying a property owner of a
noncompliant sidewalk to assess whether a repair is being initiated?
City follows up by making repairs after 60 day period and billing the property owner.
People are supposed to call if they initiate repair. If there is no response to the
notification, city contractor goes there to repair and if repair is already complete they
move onto the next repair.
45. Are licensed contractors, inspections and standards for concrete repair required?
Licensed contractors are not required but he wishes they were. Inspections (prior to
pouring concrete) and standards for concrete are required. If city contractor is used,
no inspections required. City contractor will guarantee their work for 1 year or will
replace.
46. In practice, will the jurisdiction initiate repairs if property owner does not make
repairs within specified timeframe? Yes – Don did not have an estimate of how
many repairs were made by city due to property owner not responding to
notification.

Financing

47. If your jurisdiction makes repairs, following property owner failure to make the
repairs within the specified timeframe, do you bill the property owner? Yes
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48. Will the cost of repair be added to the property tax, a lien put on house, or
addressed by some other method? Please explain. The cost of repair will first be
billed to the property owner and if they do not pay then the city will add cost to
their property taxes to be paid over a 5 year period.

49. If a lien is used, where does the funding come from to cover the costs until the
house is sold? The cost comes out of the General Fund to pay the contractor until
the money is paid back by the property owner.
50. Does your jurisdiction pay for any sidewalk repair on property adjacent to private
property such as vegetation removal, grinding of sidewalks, or repair due to street
tree damage? No. City will not plant street trees unless property owner wants
them.
___
___
___

Vegetation removal
Grinding of sidewalks < ___ inches
Repair due to street tree damage

51. Does your jurisdiction offer any programs to assist property owners who cannot
afford repairs?
No
Yes – Explain The property owner can pay off the repair through their property
taxes over a 5 year period

x

Resources
52. Approximately, how much staff time in your agency is devoted to working on
sidewalk programs/projects and in particular programs that facilitate private
property owner maintenance of their sidewalks?

___

FTE or Staff hours per week on sidewalk programs
FTE or Staff hours per week on property owner sidewalk maintenance
programs
They have 2 part-time inspectors each working 21 hours/week on property owner
sidewalk maintenance programs for 10 months out of the year. 42 hours/week
total for 10 months

53. Have you received grants to assist with any of the above sidewalk-related
activities?
x

No
If yes, what activities are funded and what was the source of funds?
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54. Can your agency share any forms, tools or efficiency tips? (public education,
property owner notification, tracking of property owner repairs, notices of noncompliance, documents relating to jurisdiction initiated repairs) Don will send a
package of information about their program, forms they use, and computer
programs and spreadsheets. They use a computer program generated in their
office (database?) for office information and excel spreadsheet for information to
bring in the field.

55. What major challenges did you encounter in the design and implementation of
your program? How were these issues addressed? Initially it was challenging to
get the citizens to understand the importance of the program and why it was so
important but now everyone understands the expectations.

56. Do you have other comments or suggestions? Important to have trained
inspectors in the field that have some PR skills in order to help property owners
buy in to the importance of the program.

Other information:
The costs of sidewalk repair by the city contractor for one block 4’ x 4’ is $112 and for 5’ x 4’ is
$140.
City pays for wheel chair ramps.
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Sidewalks (Website)
Homeowner Responsibilities
Property owners are responsible for maintaining sidewalks adjacent to their homes and businesses.
If you have noticed broken, settled or missing sidewalks around the City which present a tripping
hazard to pedestrians, please make note of the location and contact the Construction Services Division
at 513-867-4218 or through the online form.
The City will then contact the property owner about making needed repairs.
If you have broken, settled or missing sections of sidewalk or driveway aprons on your property, you
may be required to participate in Fairfield's annual sidewalk replacement program.
The Public Works Department works closely with the property owner to identify potential hazards and
schedule the replacement work with a qualified contractor, selected through the city’s bidding process.
The sidewalk inspectors inspect the construction work to ensure a quality finished product. Schedule
an inspection online.
For more information about the concrete improvement program, please call the Construction Services
Division of the Public Works Department at 513-867-4218.
How the Program Works
Annually, certain areas are scheduled for inspection based upon a rotation such that all areas of the
city are inspected once every four years. Inspections are performed by Public Works Department
employees, and sidewalk sections in need of replacement are marked with paint and recorded.
Once marked, a notice is sent to the property owner by certified mail advising that replacement is
necessary. If replacement has not been made by the deadline date stated in the letter, the City will
cause the replacement to be made by its contractor.
Following completion of the work, the owner will be billed by the City's Finance Department. Property
owners have 30 days in which to pay the bill for replacement. If you choose not to pay, an assessment
will be applied against your tax duplicate and collected as an addition to your property taxes over a
five-year period.
A nominal interest charge on any unpaid balance will be added to the amount of assessment when
certified to the county auditor for collection with property taxes.
Take Your Pick — the City's Contractor or Yours
Property owners may choose to use the city's contractor; make the necessary replacement
themselves; or hire a contractor of their choice.
Despite who performs the replacement, all work must be completed according to the City of Fairfield's
standards and requires inspection by the city.
The successful bidder for the city's concrete contract is insured and bonded, and city inspectors will
check all work performed by the contractor prior to payment.
For those persons performing or contracting their own work, inspection should be arranged by calling
the Construction Service Division at 513-867-4218 at least 24 hours before placement of concrete.
Guidelines for Proper Sidewalk Replacement
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Use Class C concrete with air entrainment.
Broom or swirl finish must be used.
Landscape must be replaced if disturbed during installation.
Curing compound must be applied the same day the concrete is placed.
Expansion joints must be placed every 40 feet of newly placed, continuous concrete sidewalk.
Work must be performed according to City of Fairfield standards:
o Sidewalks are to be 4 inches thick.
o Sidewalks between driveways and aprons are to be 7 inches thick.
o Aprons also are to be 7 inches thick.
The Construction Service Division must be notified to perform the necessary inspections prior
to placing new concrete.

A Note of Caution:
One of the problems with sidewalk replacement is spalling. This damage can occur on newly poured
sidewalks due to the use of salt.
The City's contractor will spray a curing compound on the walk to help prevent spalling from
occurring; however, it is a good idea not to use salt on your new walk for the first year. Sand or
cinders can be used, as well as a number of non-salt de-icing products.
Guidelines for Deeming Sidewalks "Unsafe"
The items outlined below are those that help determine whether or not a sidewalk needs replacement:











Any block having a crack more than 1/2-inch wide.
Adjoining blocks or portions thereof whose edges differ vertically by more than 1/2-inch.
Blocks that have holes in them 1/2-inch or larger in diameter or are cracked and broken so
that pieces are missing or loose.
Block having depressions, reverse cross-slope (sloping away from the street).
Blocks having a cross-slope in excess of 3/4-inch vertical per one foot horizontal.
Blocks that cause a change in longitudinal grade of the sidewalk of more than 3-inches in five
feet.
Blocks where the surface has broken away exposing a very rough surface of coarse stone (this
condition is know as "spalling").
Brick, stone or sandstone sidewalks are prohibited.
Water stop boxes, gas stop boxes, etc., that are not to proper grade will be replaced.

Benefits of the Program
Fairfield requires developers to provide sidewalks, curbs, paved streets and driveway aprons for the
use of pedestrians, as well as the motoring public.
These improvements were constructed to rigid specifications in order to assure a long, useful life.
However, the strongest pavement materials wear out in time and need to be replaced. There are three
major concerns that necessitate a replacement program.
First, the potential of injury due to falling on uneven or broken sidewalks. Our first concern should be
the safety of residents and a sidewalk replacement program addresses this issue.
Second, the national rise in liability lawsuits against property owners. A sidewalk replacement program
will significantly reduce the possibility of legal action being taken against residents.
Third, by assuring that sidewalks are replaced when necessary, the City keeps its insurance rates
down, resulting in a savings of tax dollars for all citizens.
Sidewalks Ramps ... Who's Responsible?
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The City assumes the cost for replacement of areas of sidewalk intersections where the sidewalk
extends toward the roadway. These walks are called sidewalk ramps.
Private walks that extend out from the sidewalk (not at corner crossings) are the responsibility of the
property owner.
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City of San Jose, California

Survey Results
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Services| Sidewalks & ParkStrips (Website)
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Repair Notice
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2nd Repair Notice
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Final Repair Notice
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Sidewalk Repair Permit
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Financial Hardship Information
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Request for Financial Hardship Form
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Tracking Form
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Sidewalk Repair Brochure
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Sidewalk Maintenance Report –June 2010
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Jurisdictional Programs to Facilitate Sidewalk Maintenance
By Adjacent Property Owners
Survey Questions
Benchmark Jurisdiction: San Jose, CA
Person Interviewed: Eric Newton, Sr. Construction Inspector, Dept of Transportation, City of
San Jose
Eric.newton@sanjoseca.gov
(408) 277-8148
Website: http://www.sanjoseca.gov/transportation/s_sidewalks.htm
Brief Summary. The City of San Jose, CA’s program is complaint driven. They received
approximately 5300 complaints last year for both sidewalk pavement condition and vegetation
barriers. After receiving a complaint and inspecting the sidewalk to verify noncompliance, the
city notifies the property owner of their responsibility to repair their sidewalks. If they do not
respond, the city notifies the property owner again at 46 days, and 56 days. After 60 days, the
city will make the repair. The City of San Jose is committed to 100% compliance of all the
sidewalks that are reported by complaints and found to be out of compliance.

Demographics

57.

What is the population of your jurisdiction?
Over 1 million (Wikipedia says in 7/2008 the population was 950,000)

58.

What percentage of the population lives in urban versus rural settings?
Urban
Rural
Some rural, mostly urban

Standards
59. Does your jurisdiction have defined standards for sidewalk pavement condition and
accessibility? If so, what are the sources of the standards?
x

Defined standards in which document:__brochure__________
Basis - Explain
Standards developed within the department. Cracks no greater than ½” in depth
and 1” in width, lips no greater than ½”, slope no greater than 1:8.

Outreach
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60. How are property owners informed of their responsibility to maintain their sidewalks
in safe and accessible condition?
x
x

Brochure – Sent to property owners at time of notification that sidewalk is out of
compliance.
Website
Newsletter
Real estate agent at time of house purchase
Other - Explain

Objectives
61. Has your jurisdiction made a commitment to having a certain percentage of sidewalks
comply with safety and access standards within a specified timeframe? If so, what
are the commitments?
___
x

No
Yes
% of sidewalks will conform to standards within
years
Other – Explain City has commitment of 100% compliance of sidewalks that
have been reported by complaints, inspected and determined to be a hazard.

62. Are the commitments for compliance different for sidewalks maintained by your
jurisdiction and those for which property owners are responsible?

___

No
Yes - Explain

63. Does the jurisdiction have a method for measuring and reporting year to year
improvement in the percentage of sidewalks that are in compliance?
___

No
Yes - Explain
There is 100% improvement in the sidewalks that were reported to be out of
compliance.
Identification of Sidewalks in Need of Repair

64. Does the jurisdiction regularly perform jurisdiction-wide audits of sidewalk safety
and accessibility? If so, how often are these audits conducted?
___
Yes, every ____ years the sidewalks throughout the jurisdiction are
inspected.
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_x__ No

65. Can you provide an estimate of staff time and resources required to perform these
audits?
___
___

Staff hours per year
Other resources
No inspections except for when there is a complaint.

66. What methods are available for citizens to report hazards or barriers to accessibility?

x
x

Jurisdiction website online/downloadable form
Phone calls taken to report hazard/barrier
Emails taken to report hazard/barrier
Paper form provided at jurisdiction
Other - Explain

67. Does your jurisdiction coordinate with neighboring jurisdictions to ensure
consistency of programs? If yes, please explain.

68. On a yearly basis, approximately what ratio of non-conforming sidewalks is identified
by jurisdiction inspections versus citizen complaints?
Jurisdiction Inspections
100% Citizen Complaints 5300 complaints last year of which approximately
3000 were sidewalk repairs that were needed versus 2300 due to vegetation
removal.

Methods for Enforcement of Property Owner’s Responsibility to Maintain Sidewalks to
Standards

69. Are there ordinances or codes requiring property owners to maintain sidewalks to
jurisdictional standards?
Yes – municipal code
70. Does the ordinance or code require the property owners to bring sidewalks into
compliance within a specified timeframe? If so, what is the timeframe? Yes, 60 days

71. What is the process for notifying property owners of their responsibility to maintain
their sidewalk to standards?
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x

Property inspected prior to notification to verify non-compliance
Notification by letter
Notification by phone
Other - Explain

72. How and when do you follow up after notifying a property owner of a noncompliant
sidewalk to assess whether a repair is being initiated? Initial letter is followed up by
another letter after 46 days, and then again after 56 days. After 60 days, city will
repair.

73. Are licensed contractors, inspections and standards for concrete repair required?
There is an initial and final inspection. It is less expensive for the property owner to
hire their own contractor rather than have the city contractor make the repair. City
has to pay prevailing wage about $13/ft2 and property owners only have to pay about
$9/ft2.
74. In practice, will the jurisdiction initiate repairs if property owner does not make
repairs within specified timeframe? Yes, 100% of time.

Financing

75. If your jurisdiction makes repairs, following property owner failure to make the
repairs within the specified timeframe, do you bill the property owner? Yes

76. Will the cost of repair be added to the property tax, a lien put on house, or addressed
by some other method? Please explain. He believes the cost is added to the property
tax.

77. If a lien is used, where does the funding come from to cover the costs until the house
is sold?
78. Does your jurisdiction pay for any sidewalk repair on property adjacent to private
property such as vegetation removal, grinding of sidewalks, or repair due to street tree
damage? City used to grind sidewalks starting in 1999 as a courtesy due to having
more money from grants but since 7/1/09 property owners are responsible for all
repairs.
___
___
___

Vegetation removal
Grinding of sidewalks < ___ inches
Repair due to street tree damage
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79. Does your jurisdiction offer any programs to assist property owners who cannot
afford repairs?
No
Yes – Explain
City has a hardship program where if property owner income is less than 2
times the national Poverty level, then they will provide a loan to the property
owner.
x

Resources
80. Approximately, how much staff time in your agency is devoted to working on
sidewalk programs/projects and in particular programs that facilitate private property
owner maintenance of their sidewalks?
FTE or Staff hours per week on sidewalk programs
3.5 FTE
FTE or Staff hours per week on property owner sidewalk
maintenance programs

81. Have you received grants to assist with any of the above sidewalk-related activities?
No
If yes, what activities are funded and what was the source of funds?
In the past, City had grants to grind sidewalks with a lip that was less than a
certain height. This was as a courtesy to the property owners.
82. Can your agency share any forms, tools or efficiency tips? (public education, property
owner notification, tracking of property owner repairs, notices of non-compliance,
documents relating to jurisdiction initiated repairs)
GPS units helpful for inspectors to track hazards. Use student interns for office
work.
83. What major challenges did you encounter in the design and implementation of your
program? How were these issues addressed?

84. Do you have other comments or suggestions?
Eric noted that the City of Cupertino and City of Campbell have put a charge on
their property tax in order for city to use for repairing sidewalk. This type of program
eliminates all the expense of notifying and enforcing the sidewalk standards but may
increase the liability for the city.
It is important that the inspectors in the field have skills to talk to property owners
about their responsibility to maintain the sidewalks. Inspectors with public relation skills
are an important part of maintaining goodwill with the community!
Rubber sidewalks are too soft.
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SERVICES | SIDEWALKS & PARKSTRIPS (Website)
The sidewalk, park strip, and curb and gutter are located next to the street on the front and/or side
portion of your property. The curb and gutter are located at the edge of the street pavement. The
sidewalk is either separated from the curb by a park strip area, or is located adjacent to the curb.
Who is responsible for maintaining the sidewalk, park strip area and curb gutters?
The property owner is responsible for assuring that this area is properly maintained. By local ordinance
and state law (Sections 14.16.2200 14.16.227) of the San Jose Municipal code, and Chapter 22 of
Division 7, Part 3 of the California Streets and Highways Code), the owner of the fronting property is
responsible for maintaining the sidewalk and park strip area, including the curb and gutter. Maintenance
responsibility includes, but is not limited to, repair or replacement of damaged or displaced concrete,
abatement of weeds or debris, and the trimming of trees and shrubs.
How does the City decide where sidewalk inspections will occur?
Inspections occur in response to citizen requests or when City employees observe damaged sidewalk.
How is the necessity and extent of concrete repair determined?
Repair of the sidewalk concrete is required if an inspection reveals:





A sidewalk or concrete park strip where there is a vertical separation of more than one-half inch.
Ramping, where there is a rise or depression of more than one inch within eight inches in
conjunction with a vertical separation.
A hole or opening in a break or construction joint of one inch or more.
The breaking away or spalling of concrete with a minimum depth of more than one-half inch.

Curb and gutter repair is required if an inspection reveals:




Problem in the area where pedestrians normally travel, such as a vertical separation of more
than one-half inch or broken away section adjacent to a marginal walk or driveway approach.
It is part of a driveway approach replacement.
It represents a problem for vehicles.

How is the need for correction of landscape related problems determined?





Visibility When park strip shrubbery interferes with vehicle operator visibility, trimming to a
maximum height of thirty inches is required.
Thorny Plants Varieties of cactus and century plants have thorns that could cause serious injury;
thus, removal of thorny plants is required.
Walkway and Gutter Clearance Trimming of ground cover or shrubs is required when there is
encroachment onto the sidewalk or gutter.
Obstacles in the Park Strip Elimination of tree stumps, large rocks, trash, holes, and some builtup planters are required. When the park strip is unimproved or landscaped and there is a drop
that exceeds two inches below the concrete walk, the park strip must be filled with dirt or other
material (no asphalt).

How are property owners notified that sidewalk/park strip repairs are necessary?
Property owners are mailed a repair notice informing them of the necessary repairs. A permit for the
repair is included with the repair notice.
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What are the options available for completing the work?



The property owner may do the work or hire a contractor to do the work.
The property owner may choose to have the City assign the work to a contractor. Upon
completion of the work by a City contractor, the property owner will be billed for the cost of the
work plus the permit fees.

If within 60 days from the date of the letter/permit no action has been taken to commence with the
needed repairs and/or corrections, the City will:


Use the assessment procedures provided for in the California Streets and Highways Code and
the San Jose Municipal Code to have the work completed.

The major steps of this procedure are as follows:





The owner or person in possession of the property is mailed a "Notice to Repair" followed one
week later by a second "Notice to Repair" marked "Second Notice." The property will be
inspected. If still no action has been taken, the work will be contracted out. A fee will be charged
to cover the cost of administering the contract on all landscape repairs and removal and/or
replacement of concrete.
The property owner is billed for the contract cost plus the administration fee after the work is
completed.
If the property owner elects not to pay the bill, the City Council will hold a public hearing at which
the assessment may be protested. If the Council confirms the assessment and the bill remains
unpaid, the City will file a lien on the property. The cost of repairs plus interest will then appear
on the property owner's next property tax statement.

What methods are used to repair sidewalks?
Most sidewalks are repaired by removal and replacement of the concrete. The only exceptions to this
are single-family homes with sidewalks raised less than 1 ½ inch. If the raise has a clean straight edge,
the sidewalk is marked with the letter "G" and may be ground down to meet the adjacent sidewalk.
To report a sidewalk problem or request an inspection, please call the Sidewalk Section at (408) 2773158.
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U.S. Access Board’s Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines
(ADAAG) and Their Relevance to Sidewalk Maintenance
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was passed in 1990 to protect the civil
rights of persons with disabilities. It prohibits discrimination on the basis of
disability in many areas including transportation. The ADA requires the
establishment of design criteria for the construction and alteration of facilities.
These requirements, which have been developed by the U. S. Access Board, are
known as the ADA Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG).
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and the U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT) published the identical sections 1-10 of the ADAAG in 1991 as the ADA
Standards for Accessible Design. The ADA Standards for Accessible Design are
enforceable under the ADA whereas the ADAAG are only advisory.
Although public and private entities that design, construct or alter sidewalks are
obligated under the ADA to make them accessible to and usable by people with
disabilities, accessibility standards for public sidewalks (with the exception of the
curb ramp requirements) have not yet been developed. The U.S. Access Board
added four additional sections to the ADAAG in 1994 including proposed public
right-of-way guidelines. The proposed guidelines received negative feedback and
thus the Access Board decided to withdraw the guidelines. The Board is currently
developing new guidelines for public rights-of-way. The Revised Draft Guidelines
were published in 2005 and can be found at the following website
(http://www.access-board.gov/prowac/draft.htm#r3). The draft guidelines that
relate to property owner maintenance of sidewalks are listed below. Final guidelines
are expected to be available by the end of 2010. In order to become enforceable
under ADA, the Public Rights-of-Way section of the ADAAG would have to be
incorporated into the ADA Standards for Accessible Design by DOJ and DOT.
R301 Pedestrian Access Route
R301.3.1 Continuous Width. The minimum continuous and unobstructed clear
width of a pedestrian access route shall be 1.2 m (4.0 ft), exclusive of the width of
the curb.
R301.4.1 Cross Slope. The cross slope of the walkway of a pedestrian access
route shall be 2 percent maximum.
R301.4.2 Street or Highway Grade. Where the walkway of a pedestrian access
route is contained within a street or highway border, its grade shall not exceed the
general grade established for the adjacent street or highway.
R301.5 Surface. The surface of the pedestrian access route shall be firm, stable
and slip resistant.
R301.5.2 Surface Discontinuities. Surface discontinuities shall not exceed 13
mm (0.50 in) maximum. Vertical discontinuities between 6.4 mm (0.25 in) and 13
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mm (0.5 in) maximum shall be beveled at 1:2 minimum. The bevel shall be applied
across the entire level change.
R301.7 Horizontal Openings
R301.7.1 Walkway Joints and Gratings. Openings shall not permit passage of a
sphere more than 13 mm (0.5 in) in diameter. Elongated openings shall be placed
so that the long dimension is perpendicular to the dominant direction of travel.
R401 Protruding Objects
R401.1 General. Protruding objects on sidewalks and other pedestrian circulation
paths shall comply with R401 and shall not reduce the clear width required for
pedestrian access routes.
R401.2 Protrusion Limits. Objects with leading edges more than 685 mm (27 in)
and not more than 2 m (80 in) above the finish surface or ground shall protrude
100 mm (4 in) maximum horizontally into the pedestrian circulation path.
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Pedestrian Access Route (Sidewalk) Maintenance Standards for Local
Jurisdictions in Santa Cruz County and Benchmark Jurisdictions
Surface
Capitola - Surface should not have cracking exceeding ½ inch vertical or horizontal.
Santa Cruz – Breaking or spalling* shall not exceed a depth of ½ inch.
Scotts Valley - Not available.
Watsonville - Breaking or spalling* shall not exceed a depth of ½ inch.
Unincorporated County – Not available
Corvallis, OR– Surface shall not be a very rough surface that would cause a tripping
hazard. Surface shall not have severe cracking resulting in loose or unstable
pieces.
Fairfield, OH – Surface shall not be a very rough surface of coarse stone (spalling*).
San Jose, CA – Breaking away or spalling* shall not exceed a depth of ½ inch.
Access Board Draft Guidelines – Surface shall be firm, stable and slip resistant.
Vertical Separation
Capitola - Shall not exceed ½ inch.
Santa Cruz – Shall not exceed 1/2 inch.
Scotts Valley - Not available.
Watsonville - Shall not exceed ½ inch.
Unincorporated County – Not available
Corvallis, OR – Shall not exceed 1 inch.
Fairfield, OH – Shall not exceed ½ inch.
San Jose, CA – Shall not exceed ½ inch.
Access Board Draft Guidelines – Shall not exceed ½ inch.
Horizontal Separation
Capitola - Shall not exceed ½ inch.
Santa Cruz – Shall not exceed 3/8 inch.
Scotts Valley - Not available.
Watsonville - Shall not exceed ½ inch.
Unincorporated County – Not Available
Corvallis, OR – Shall not exceed 1 inch.
Fairfield, OH – Shall not exceed ½ inch.
San Jose, CA – Shall not exceed 1 inch.
Access Board Draft Guidelines – Shall not exceed ½ inch.
Ramping
Capitola - Cross slope shall not exceed 2 percent
Santa Cruz – Shall not exceed a rise or depression of 1 inch vertical to 8 inches
horizontal in conjunction with a vertical separation.
Scotts Valley - Not available.
Watsonville - Cross slope shall not exceed 2 percent
Unincorporated County – ADA compliance required
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Corvallis, OR - Cross slope shall not exceed ¾ inch vertical to 1 foot horizontal.
Fairfield, OH – Cross slope shall not exceed ¾ inch vertical to 1 foot horizontal.
San Jose, CA - Shall not exceed a rise or depression of 1 inch vertical to 8 inches
horizontal in conjunction with a vertical separation.
Access Board Draft Guidelines – Cross slope shall not exceed 2 percent.
Obstacles
Capitola - 3-foot clearance must be maintained around above grade obstacles.
Santa Cruz – No encroachment of ground cover or shrubs onto sidewalk.
Scotts Valley – Not available.
Watsonville - Minimum of 36” clear around obstacle
Unincorporated County – ADA compliance required Corvallis, OR Fairfield, OH – Water stop boxes, gas stop boxes, etc. need to be at proper grade.
San Jose, CA Access Board Draft Guidelines – Protruding objects shall not reduce clear width as
required for pedestrian access routes.
* Spalling - Spalling is a result of water entering brick, concrete or natural stone
and forcing the surface to peel, pop out or flake off. This is because there is salt in
water. Salt pushes outward from the inside. Eventually, spalling can cause
crumbling and destruction of a structure.
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United States Department of Transportation
Policy Statement on Bicycle and Pedestrian
Accommodation
Regulations and Recommendations
Signed on March 11, 2010 and announced March 15, 2010
(http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/policy_accom.htm)
Note: Also available on the United States Department of Transportation Website

Purpose
The United States Department of Transportation (DOT) is providing this Policy Statement to
reflect the Department’s support for the development of fully integrated active transportation
networks. The establishment of well-connected walking and bicycling networks is an important
component for livable communities, and their design should be a part of Federal-aid project
developments. Walking and bicycling foster safer, more livable, family-friendly communities;
promote physical activity and health; and reduce vehicle emissions and fuel use. Legislation and
regulations exist that require inclusion of bicycle and pedestrian policies and projects into
transportation plans and project development. Accordingly, transportation agencies should plan,
fund, and implement improvements to their walking and bicycling networks, including linkages to
transit. In addition, DOT encourages transportation agencies to go beyond the minimum
requirements, and proactively provide convenient, safe, and context-sensitive facilities that foster
increased use by bicyclists and pedestrians of all ages and abilities, and utilize universal design
characteristics when appropriate. Transportation programs and facilities should accommodate
people of all ages and abilities, including people too young to drive, people who cannot drive, and
people who choose not to drive.

Policy Statement
The DOT policy is to incorporate safe and convenient walking and bicycling facilities into
transportation projects. Every transportation agency, including DOT, has the responsibility to
improve conditions and opportunities for walking and bicycling and to integrate walking and
bicycling into their transportation systems. Because of the numerous individual and community
benefits that walking and bicycling provide — including health, safety, environmental,
transportation, and quality of life — transportation agencies are encouraged to go beyond
minimum standards to provide safe and convenient facilities for these modes.

Authority
This policy is based on various sections in the United States Code (U.S.C.) and the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) in Title 23—Highways, Title 49—Transportation, and Title 42—The
Public Health and Welfare. These sections, provided in the Appendix, describe how bicyclists and
pedestrians of all abilities should be involved throughout the planning process, should not be
adversely affected by other transportation projects, and should be able to track annual obligations
and expenditures on nonmotorized transportation facilities.
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Recommended Actions
The DOT encourages States, local governments, professional associations, community
organizations, public transportation agencies, and other government agencies, to adopt similar
policy statements on bicycle and pedestrian accommodation as an indication of their commitment
to accommodating bicyclists and pedestrians as an integral element of the transportation system.
In support of this commitment, transportation agencies and local communities should go beyond
minimum design standards and requirements to create safe, attractive, sustainable, accessible,
and convenient bicycling and walking networks. Such actions should include:














Considering walking and bicycling as equals with other transportation modes: The
primary goal of a transportation system is to safely and efficiently move people and
goods. Walking and bicycling are efficient transportation modes for most short trips and,
where convenient intermodal systems exist, these nonmotorized trips can easily be linked
with transit to significantly increase trip distance. Because of the benefits they provide,
transportation agencies should give the same priority to walking and bicycling as is given
to other transportation modes. Walking and bicycling should not be an afterthought in
roadway design.
Ensuring that there are transportation choices for people of all ages and abilities,
especially children: Pedestrian and bicycle facilities should meet accessibility
requirements and provide safe, convenient, and interconnected transportation networks.
For example, children should have safe and convenient options for walking or bicycling to
school and parks. People who cannot or prefer not to drive should have safe and efficient
transportation choices.
Going beyond minimum design standards: Transportation agencies are encouraged,
when possible, to avoid designing walking and bicycling facilities to the minimum
standards. For example, shared-use paths that have been designed to minimum width
requirements will need retrofits as more people use them. It is more effective to plan for
increased usage than to retrofit an older facility. Planning projects for the long-term
should anticipate likely future demand for bicycling and walking facilities and not preclude
the provision of future improvements.
Integrating bicycle and pedestrian accommodation on new, rehabilitated, and limitedaccess bridges: DOT encourages bicycle and pedestrian accommodation on bridge
projects including facilities on limited-access bridges with connections to streets or paths.
Collecting data on walking and biking trips: The best way to improve transportation
networks for any mode is to collect and analyze trip data to optimize investments.
Walking and bicycling trip data for many communities are lacking. This data gap can be
overcome by establishing routine collection of nonmotorized trip information.
Communities that routinely collect walking and bicycling data are able to track trends and
prioritize investments to ensure the success of new facilities. These data are also
valuable in linking walking and bicycling with transit.
Setting mode share targets for walking and bicycling and tracking them over time: A
byproduct of improved data collection is that communities can establish targets for
increasing the percentage of trips made by walking and bicycling.
Removing snow from sidewalks and shared-use paths: Current maintenance provisions
require pedestrian facilities built with Federal funds to be maintained in the same manner
as other roadway assets. State Agencies have generally established levels of service on
various routes especially as related to snow and ice events.
Improving nonmotorized facilities during maintenance projects: Many transportation
agencies spend most of their transportation funding on maintenance rather than on
constructing new facilities. Transportation agencies should find ways to make facility
improvements for pedestrians and bicyclists during resurfacing and other maintenance
projects.
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Conclusion
Increased commitment to and investment in bicycle facilities and walking networks can help meet
goals for cleaner, healthier air; less congested roadways; and more livable, safe, cost-efficient
communities. Walking and bicycling provide low-cost mobility options that place fewer demands
on local roads and highways. DOT recognizes that safe and convenient walking and bicycling
facilities may look different depending on the context — appropriate facilities in a rural community
may be different from a dense, urban area. However, regardless of regional, climate, and
population density differences, it is important that pedestrian and bicycle facilities be integrated
into transportation systems. While DOT leads the effort to provide safe and convenient
accommodations for pedestrians and bicyclists, success will ultimately depend on transportation
agencies across the country embracing and implementing this policy.
Ray LaHood, United States Secretary of Transportation
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Clarification of FHWA's Oversight Role in Accessibility

Memorandum
U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration

Subject: ACTION: Clarification of FHWA's
Oversight Role in Accessibility
From: Frederick D. Isler
Associate Administrator for Civil Rights
King W. Gee
Associate Administrator for
Infrastructure

Date: 9-12-06

Reply to Attn of:
HCR-1
HIF-1

To: Associate Administrators
Chief Counsel
Chief Financial Officer
Directors of Field Services
Resource Center Director and Operations Managers
Division Administrators
Federal Lands Highway Division Engineers
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recognizes the need for the
transportation system to be accessible to all users. The purpose of this
memorandum is to clarify FHWA’s role and responsibility to oversee
compliance on pedestrian access required by the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 (Section 504). Since 1978, FHWA has promoted accessible
transportation systems through technical assistance and guidance on
ADA and Section 504. In addition, accessibility improvements are eligible
for Federal-aid funding.
The FHWA is responsible for implementation of pedestrian access
requirements from the ADA and Section 504. This is accomplished
through stewardship and oversight over all Federal, State, and local
governmental agencies (“public agencies”) that build and maintain
highways and roadways, whether or not they use Federal funds on a
particular project.
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Policy
In February 2000, the FHWA issued a policy providing technical guidance
to integrate facilities for pedestrians, including persons with disabilities,
into the transportation infrastructure. The guidance can be found at
www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/design.htm#d4.
The ADA and Section 504 do not require public agencies to provide
pedestrian facilities. However, where pedestrian facilities exist they must
be accessible. Furthermore, when public agencies construct
improvements providing access for pedestrians, the completed project
also must meet accessibility requirements for persons with disabilities to
the maximum extent feasible.

Planning
Title 23 requires that long-range transportation plans and transportation
improvement programs, in both statewide and metropolitan planning
processes, provide for the development and integrated management and
operation of accessible transportation systems and facilities.
Additionally, State DOTs and Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPOs) must certify (at least biennially for State DOTs and annually for
MPOs) that the transportation planning process is being carried out or
conducted in accordance with all FHWA, Federal Transit Administration
and other applicable Federal statutory and regulatory requirements [see
23 CFR 450.220 and 23 CFR 450.334, respectively]. Further, 23 CFR
450.316(b)(3) requires the metropolitan planning process to identify
actions necessary to comply with the ADA and Section 504.

Transition Plans
The ADA and Section 504 require State and local governments with 50 or
more employees to perform a self-evaluation of their current services,
policies, and practices that do not or may not meet ADA requirements.
The public agency must develop a Transition Plan addressing these
deficiencies. This plan assesses the needs of persons with disabilities,
and then schedules the required pedestrian accessibility upgrades. The
Transition Plan is to be updated periodically, with its needs reflected in
the processes utilized by State DOTs, MPOs, and transit agencies to
develop the Statewide Transportation Improvement Programs and
metropolitan Transportation Improvement Programs.

Projects
Public agencies should work to meet accessibility requirements
throughout the project delivery process. Issues surrounding pedestrian
accessibility should be addressed at the earliest stage possible to reduce
or prevent conflicts with other right-of-way, planning, environmental, and
design considerations. This could include the acquisition of right-of-way
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and use of special plan details for specific locations to remove barriers.
Projects requiring pedestrian accessibility include projects for new
construction and projects altering existing street and highway facilities.

New Construction
All projects for new construction that provide pedestrian facilities must
incorporate accessible pedestrian features to the extent technically
feasible, without regard to cost. The development process should ensure
accessibility requirements are incorporated in the project.

Alterations
Alterations shall incorporate accessibility improvements to existing
pedestrian facilities to the extent that those improvements are in the
scope of the project and are technically feasible, without regard to cost.
Projects altering the usability of the roadway must incorporate accessible
pedestrian improvements at the same time as the alterations to the
roadway occur. See Kinney v. Yerusalim, 9 F.3d 1067 (3d Cir. 1993),
cert. denied, 511 U.S.C. 1033 (1994). Alterations are changes to a facility
in the public right-of-way that affect or could affect access, circulation, or
use by persons with disabilities.
The FHWA has determined that alterations are projects that could affect
the structure, grade, function, and use of the roadway. Alteration projects
include reconstruction, major rehabilitation, structural resurfacing,
widening, signal installation, pedestrian signal installation, and projects of
similar scale and effect.

Maintenance
Maintenance activities are not considered alterations. Therefore,
maintenance projects do not require simultaneous improvements to
pedestrian accessibility under the ADA and Section 504. The U.S.
Department of Justice (DOJ) and the courts consider maintenance
activities to include filling potholes. The FHWA has determined that
maintenance activities include actions that are intended to preserve the
system, retard future deterioration, and maintain the functional condition
of the roadway without increasing the structural capacity. Maintenance
activities include, but are not limited to, thin surface overlays
(nonstructural), joint repair, pavement patching (filling potholes), shoulder
repair, signing, striping, minor signal upgrades, and repairs to drainage
systems.
As part of maintenance operations, public agencies’ standards and
practices must ensure that the day-to-day operations keep the path of
travel open and usable for persons with disabilities, throughout the year.
This includes snow and debris removal, maintenance of pedestrian traffic
in work zones, and correction of other disruptions. Identified accessibility
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needs should be noted and incorporated into the transition plan.

Accessibility Design Criteria for Sidewalks, Street
Crossings, and Trails
Sidewalks and Street Crossings
Where sidewalks are provided, public agencies shall provide pedestrian
access features such as continuous, unobstructed sidewalks, and curb
cuts with detectable warnings at highway and street crossings. 28 CFR
35.151(c), referencing 28 CFR Part 36, App. A, ADA Accessibility
Guidelines (ADAAG). The FHWA encourages the use of ADAAG
standards. If pedestrian signals are provided, they must have a
reasonable and consistent plan to be accessible to persons with visual
disabilities.
Sidewalks and street crossings generally should use the guidelines the
Access Board is proposing for public rights-of-way. The FHWA distributed
an information memorandum on November 20, 2001, stating that
Designing Sidewalks and Trails, Part II, Best Practices Design Guide
can be used to design and construct accessible pedestrian facilities. This
report provides information on how to implement the requirements of Title
II of the ADA. Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access is the most
comprehensive report available for designing sidewalks and street
crossings and contains compatible information on providing accessibility
with information published by the Access Board in the ADAAG. This
report can be found at www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2.
When the Access Board completes guidelines for public rights-of-way and
they are adopted by the United States Department of Transportation and
DOJ as standards under the ADA and Section 504, they will supersede
the currently used standards and criteria.
When Federal-aid highway program funds are used for parking facilities,
or buildings such as transit facilities, rest areas, information centers,
transportation museums, historic preservation projects, or other projects
where pedestrians are expected, the project must meet the current
applicable accessibility standards, whether or not the project is within the
public right-of-way. The ADAAG includes special provisions for building
alterations and for historic preservation projects.

Shared Use Paths and Trails
The design standards for shared use paths and trails are specific to the
function of the path or trail:


Shared use paths and pedestrian trails that function as sidewalks
shall meet the same requirements as sidewalks. Where shared use
paths and pedestrian trails cross highways or streets, the crossing
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also shall meet the same requirements as street crossings, including
the provision of detectable warnings.
Shared use paths and pedestrian trails that function as trails should
meet the accessibility guidelines proposed in the Access Board’s
Regulatory Negotiation Committee on Accessibility for Outdoor
Developed Areas Final Report found at www.accessboard.gov/outdoor/outdoor-rec-rpt.htm. This report also has
guidelines for Outdoor Recreation Access Routes (routes connecting
accessible elements within a picnic area, camping area, or a
designated trailhead).
Recreational trails primarily designed and constructed for use by
equestrians, mountain bicyclists, snowmobile users, or off-highway
vehicle users, are exempt from accessibility requirements even
though they have occasional pedestrian use.

Most trailside and trailhead structural facilities (parking areas, restrooms)
must meet the ADAAG standards.

Technical Feasibility and Cost
When constructing a new transportation facility or altering an existing
transportation facility, a public agency should consider what is included
within the scope of the project. For elements that are within the scope of
the project, the ADAAG provides that “Any features of a…facility that are
being altered and can be made accessible shall be made accessible [i.e.,
made to conform with ADAAG] within the scope of the alteration.” ADAAG
4.1.6(j). The only exception to this rule is where conformity with ADAAG
is “technically infeasible,” meaning that “existing structural conditions
would require removing or altering a load-bearing member which is an
essential part of the structural frame [e.g., in the case of a highway
project, a bridge support]; or because other existing physical or site
constraints prohibit modification of addition of elements, spaces, or
features which are in full and strict compliance with the minimum
requirements for new construction and which are necessary to provide
accessibility.” ADAAG 4.1.6(j).
Where making an alteration that meets accessibility requirements is
technically infeasible, the public agency must ensure that the alteration
provides accessibility to the “maximum extent feasible.” If a public agency
believes that full ADAAG compliance is technically infeasible, the public
agency should document that the proposed solution to the problem meets
the “maximum extent feasible” test. With respect to any element of an
alteration that is within the scope of the project and is not technically
infeasible, DOJ guidance provides that under ADAAG standards “cost is
not a factor.” DOJ Technical Assistance Manual for Title II of the ADA, II-
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6.3100(4). Consequently, if the accessibility improvement is technically
feasible, the public agency must bear the cost of fully meeting ADAAG
standards.
However, cost may be a factor in determining whether to undertake a
stand-alone accessibility improvement identified in a Transition Plan. For
example, if an existing highway, not scheduled for an alteration, is listed
in the public agency’s Transition Plan as needing curb cuts, the public
agency may consider costs that are “unduly burdensome.” The test for
being unduly burdensome is the proportion of the cost for accessibility
improvements compared to the agency’s overall budget, not simply the
project cost.
If the project alters any aspect of the pedestrian route, it must be replaced
with accessible facilities. Additional work outside of the scope and limits
of the project altering a facility is at the discretion of the agency. However,
any features not conforming to ADA requirements outside the project
scope should be added to the Transition Plan.

FHWA Responsibilities
The FHWA is responsible for ensuring public agencies meet the
requirements of the ADA and Section 504 for pedestrian access for
persons with disabilities. Under DOJ regulations, FHWA divisions must
work with their State DOTs, MPOs, and local public agencies to ensure
ADA and Section 504 requirements are incorporated in all program
activities for all projects within the public right-of-way regardless of
funding source. Program activities include project planning, design,
construction, and maintenance. Furthermore, FHWA is responsible for
ensuring accessibility requirements for projects that are not within public
right-of-way, but use funding through FHWA. This includes parking areas,
information centers, buildings, shared use paths, and trails. Divisions
have a legal responsibility to work with State agencies or other recipients
to ensure ADA and Section 504 requirements are incorporated into all
projects using funding through FHWA.
For all projects that use Federal funds as part of the financing
arrangements, the division offices need to periodically:




Review those projects, where they have oversight responsibilities,
for accommodation of pedestrians. The divisions shall not approve
Federal funding for projects that do not adequately provide
pedestrian access for persons with disabilities where the project
scope and limits include pedestrian facilities in the public right-ofway.
Review the Stewardship Agreement to ensure pedestrian
accessibility requirements are included, as appropriate.
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Review the State DOT, MPO, and/or local jurisdiction processes,
procedures, guidelines, and/or policies that address ADA in
transportation planning and programming processes and how
accessibility commitments are addressed in transportation
investment decisions.
Assist transportation agencies in updating their Transition Plans.
The United States Department of Transportation Section 504
regulation requires FHWA to monitor the compliance of the selfevaluation and Transition Plan of Federal-aid recipients (49 CFR
27.11). The ADA deadline for completing the accessibility
improvements within the Transition Plan was in 1995. For those
State and local governments that have not performed the selfevaluation and prepared a plan, it is critical that they complete the
process.
Encourage and facilitate training for FHWA personnel on
accessible pedestrian features.
Ensure pedestrian accessibility compliance through periodic
program reviews of recipients’ highway planning, design, and
construction activities.
In addition, the Federal Lands Highway Divisions should ensure
that each direct Federal construction project fulfills both policy
guidance on pedestrian access and meets the minimum ADA and
Section 504 accessibility requirements.

For all highway, street and trail facilities, regardless of whether Federal
funds are involved, the division offices need to:




Perform onsite review of complaints about accessibility and report
the findings of the review to HCR-1.
Make presentations and offer training on pedestrian accessibility at
meetings, conferences, etc.
In contacts with State and local officials, encourage them to
develop procedures for incorporating pedestrian accessibility into
their projects.

Additional Information and Resources
A Web site with questions and answers concerning recurring issues,
training opportunities, and background legal information on FHWA’s
responsibilities under the ADA and Section 504 is located at
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/civilrights/index.htm. This memorandum has
been reviewed and approved by the U.S. Department of Transportation
General Counsel as consistent with applicable disability law.
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Questions concerning these obligations may be directed to:






For Accessibility Policy: Candace Groudine, Bob Cosgrove, Office
of Civil Rights
For Design Standards: William A. Prosser, Office of Program
Administration
For Trails: Christopher Douwes, Office of Natural and Human
Environment
For Construction and Maintenance: Christopher Newman, Office of
Asset Management
For Legal: Lisa MacPhee, Office of the Chief Counsel

This page last modified on March 6, 2007

FHWA Home | Civil Rights Home | Feedback
United States Department of Transportation - Federal Highway Administration
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California Streets and Highway Code, Chapter 22, Article 2,
Section 5610
The owners of lots or portions of lots fronting on any portion of a
public street or place when that street or place is improved or if and
when the area between the property line of the adjacent property and
the street line is maintained as a park or parking strip, shall maintain
any sidewalk in such condition that the sidewalk will not endanger
persons or property and maintain it in a condition which will not
interfere with the public convenience in the use of those works or
areas save and except as to those conditions created or maintained in,
upon, along, or in connection with such sidewalk by any person other
than the owner, under and by virtue of any permit or right granted to
him by law or by the city authorities in charge thereof, and such
persons shall be under a like duty in relation thereto.
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Barden v. City of Sacramento
The Americans with Disabilities Act requires all programs, services and
activities of state and local governments to be accessible. The concept
is commonly referred to as “program access.”
Program access to existing facilities was required by January 26, 1995.
However, some cities argued that sidewalks did not constitute a city
program, service or activity.
When the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals dismissed this argument in
2002, in Barden v. City of Sacramento, cities were required to
reconsider their responsibilities to provide accessible sidewalks.
Barden issues, findings, and terms of settlement are described at the
following City of Sacramento web address.
(www.cityofsacramento.org/generalservices/documents/BAgreement.d
oc)

5
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APPENDIX C

Maintenance Standards for
All 5 Local Jurisdictions

Sidewalk Maintenance Standards (1,2)
Agreed upon by all 5 local jurisdictions in Santa Cruz County Dec 2010 for county-wide maintenance standards to be included in outreach materials.

Vertical
Horizontal Ramping
Separation Separation

Obstacles

Continuous
Width

Surface

Not exceed
½ inch

Not exceed
½ inch

(3)

Sidewalk must be kept clear to
the back of the sidewalk and at
least 7’ tall, including vegetation
and protruding objects

(3)

Sidewalk
surface must
be firm, stable,
slip resistant
and debris-free

Not exceed ½
inch
Not exceed ½
inch

Not exceed ½
inch
Not exceed
3/8 inch

Cross slope not exceed 2%

3’ clearance around above- grade
obstacles
No encroachment of ground cover or
shrubs into sidewalk

n/a
Not exceed ½
inch
n/a

n/a
Not exceed ½
inch
n/a

Not exceed 1
inch
Not exceed ½
inch
Not exceed ½
inch

Not exceed 1
inch
Not exceed ½
inch
Not exceed 1
inch

Access Board Draft
Guidelines (ADAGG)

Not exceed ½
inch

Not exceed ½
inch

4’

Firm, stable and
slip resistant

Access Board’s draft Pubic
ROW Accessibility
Guidelines (PROWAG) (5)

Not to exceed
½ inch

Not exceed ½
inch

All jurisdiction agreed
upon standards

SOURCES:
Capitola (4)
Santa Cruz (4)
Scotts Valley (4)
Watsonville (4)
Unincorporated Count y
(4)
Corvallis, OR (4)
Fairfield, OH (4)
San Jose, CA (4)

Not rise or dip 1” vertical to
8” horizontal in conjunction
with a vertical separation
n/a
Cross slope not exceed 2%

n/a
Minimum of 36” clear around obstacle

ADA compliance required

ADA compliance required

Cross slope not to exceed ¾”
vertical to 1’ horizontal
Cross slope not to exceed ¾”
vertical to 1’ horizontal
Not rise or dip 1” vertical to
8” horizontal in conjunction
with a vertical separation
Cross slope not exceed 2%

n/a

Cross slope not exceed 2%

Water/gas stop boxes must be at proper
grade
n/a

Protruding objects shall not reduce
clear width as required for ped access
routes
Protruding objects shall not reduce
clear width as required for ped access
routes

4’

Notes:
1. Chart covers maintenance only. New construction must adhere to current ADA standards
2. Old/grandfathered construction must be improved to ADA standards at time of “major” improvements
3. It was agreed that these items are not necessary to include in outreach materials for the general public
4. Jurisdiction standards came from each local ordinance or from the policies generally accepted by each governing agency
5. PROWAG standards most likely to be adopted at the federal, state and eventually the local level
n/a – not available
\\Rtcserv2\internal\PEDESTR\PrivateProp\Standards\LJmatix-FINAL-Sep11.doc
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APPENDIX D
Popular Origins and Destination for Seniors and People with
Disabilities
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Origins

ORIGINS

Aegis Retirement Community
125 Heather Terrace, Aptos, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
54, 55, 56, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
50 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- No crosswalk or protection leading to inbound bus stop (stoplight or crosswalk light)
- No sidewalk for inbound bus stop
- No crosswalk leading to other option for inbound bus stop
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ORIGINS

Arbor Cove Senior Commons
84 Blackburn St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
12, 15, 16, 40, 41, 42

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Sidewalk facilities inconsistent, people travel in street
- Crossing Laurel challenging
- Need curb cut at bus stop at pool area
- Long distance from housing to bus stop on Laurel
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ORIGINS

Capitola Manor
1098 38th Ave, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66, 68

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
300 ft., 1000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Uneven pavement
- Narrow sidewalk
- Complicated to get to bus toward downtown Santa Cruz
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ORIGINS

Dominican Oaks
3400 Paul Sweet Rd, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
17, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1500 ft., 2000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Long distance to bus stop/routes on Soquel
- Crossing at Soquel difficult
- Break(s) in sidewalk on Paul Sweet Rd
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ORIGINS

Garfield Park Village
721 Bay St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
3, 7, 9

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
400 ft., 800 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
Difficult to get to Safeway/shopping
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ORIGINS

Independence Square
1355 Madison St, Watsonville, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
69, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1600 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Long distance to bus stop
- Unsafe “shortcut” on unpaved path
- Return bus service to facility
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ORIGINS

La Posada
609 Frederick St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66, 69, 70, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1200 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Long distance to bus stops with frequent service on Soquel
- Changes in street slopes problematic
- Cracks/uneven/poor sidewalk condition
- Curb cuts lacking
- 2nd Crossing needed at Soquel
- Sidewalk narrow @ Soquel
- Subject to flooding
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ORIGINS

Mercy Housing California
211 Gault St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
9, 66, 69, 70, 71, 91X

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1000 ft., 1200 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Long distance to get to bus service on Soquel
- Sidewalk not detectable underfoot (no truncated domes)
- Rough road
- Sidewalk leading to crosswalk blocked (not 36 inches wide)
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ORIGINS

Oak Tree Villa
100 Lockwood Ln, Scotts Valley, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
30

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
50 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- No crosswalk to reach outbound bus stop
- No sidewalk or shelter for outbound bus stop
- Sidewalk rough
- Other bus stops inaccessible; no sidewalk routes
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ORIGINS

Pajaro Vista
1955 Pajaro Ln, Freedom, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
71, 72, 75, 76

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Long distance to bus
- Sidewalk lacking, people go in street
- Pedestrians need protection from intimidating truck traffic
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ORIGINS

Santa Cruz Healthcare Center
1115 Capitola Rd, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66, 69

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
200 ft., 1500 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Steep slope from bus stop to facility
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ORIGINS

Santa Cruz Mission Gardens
90 Grandview St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
3, 7, 19, 40, 42

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
400 ft., 800 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
Need sidewalks and curb cuts
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ORIGINS

Santa Cruz Skill Nursing Center
2990 Soquel Ave, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
17, 53, 70, 71, 91X

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
100 ft., 800 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Path to bus stop on out or in bound challenging
- Sidewalk small, scooters frequently use bike lane
- Infrequent direct bus service
- Getting to frequent service bus stop requires riders cross freeway/challenging ped facilities
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ORIGINS

Sunny Meadows Apartments
220 Ross Ave, Freedom, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
74, 76

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
500 ft., 1200 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Long distance to bus stops with frequent service
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ORIGINS

Sunshine Villa
80 Front St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
3, 19, 20

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
400 ft., 1000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- No curb cut to crosswalk
- Curb cut very rough from the street
- Rough pavement
- Slope too steep
- No landing; landing area for bus stop not level
- Stop sign is an obstruction to crosswalk
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ORIGINS

Valley Convalescent Hospital
919 Freedom Blvd, Watsonville CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
500 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Accessible only from back of hospital
- Steep access
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ORIGINS

Via Pacifica Gardens Inc.
1860 Via Pacifica, Aptos, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
54, 56

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
400 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Infrequent bus service
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Destinations

DESTINATIONS

Cabrillo College
6500 Soquel Dr, Aptos, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
54, 55, 56, 69W, 69N, 70, 71, 91X

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
600 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Hard to understand/navigate campus
- More info/signage needed about the shuttle
- Hard to figure out where to get off transit
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DESTINATIONS

Dominican Hospital
1555 Soquel Dr, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
Hwy 17, 53, 70, 71, 91X

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
600 ft., 200 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
1487

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Better walkways needed between hospital and other properties
- Shuttle should serve the back side of the bus stop on Soquel
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DESTINATIONS

Dominican Hospital Rehabilitation Services
610 Frederick St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66, 69, 70, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
515

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Cracks/uneven/poor sidewalk conditions
- Curb cuts lacking
- 2nd Crossing needed at Soquel
- Sidewalk narrow @ Soquel
- Subject to flooding
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DESTINATIONS

Hope Seniors Facility
8056 Valencia St, Aptos, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
500 ft., 1000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
60

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- No sidewalk at Trout Gulch Rd.
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DESTINATIONS

Louden Nelson Center
301 Center St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
12, 15, 16, 40, 41, 42

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
300 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Sidewalk not detectable underfoot (no truncated domes)
- Sidewalk leading to crosswalk blocked (not 36 inches wide)
- Rough sidewalk, not detectable underfoot (no truncated domes)
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DESTINATIONS

Palo Alto Medical Foundation of Santa Cruz
7600 Old Dominion Ct #1, Aptos, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
54, 55, 56, 69W, 71, 91X

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
800 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
62

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Vegetation grows over the path from Soquel
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DESTINATIONS

Palo Alto Medical Foundation of Santa Cruz
2025 Soquel Ave, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66, 69, 70, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
300 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
219

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Path narrow
- Problematic for pedestrians to cross car area at an angle
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DESTINATIONS

Palo Alto Medical Foundation of Santa Cruz – Physical Therapy
1529 Seabright Ave, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66N, 69

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
500 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Sidewalk not detectable
- Road work, bus stop removed (temporary construction)
- Barrier on sidewalk (not 36 inches wide)
- Rough sidewalk, not detectable underfoot (no truncated domes)
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DESTINATIONS

Radiation Oncology Medical Center
610 Frederick St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66, 69, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1000 ft., 1500 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- No audible crossing services at stoplight
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DESTINATIONS

Salud Para La Gente
204 E. Beach St, Watsonville, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
69A, 79

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
50 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- No stop light, no audible crossing services at crosswalk
- No shelter for bus stop
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DESTINATIONS

Santa Cruz Clinics
9 Crestview Dr, Watsonville, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
69A, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
200 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Edge of shelter creates slight obstacle for wheelchairs
- Slight obstacles (signs)
- Sidewalk not detectable
- No shelter for bus stop
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DESTINATIONS

Santa Cruz Dental Group
1017 Mission St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
40, 41

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
50 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- No shelter at inbound /outbound bus stop
- No direct crosswalk to reach outbound bus stop
- Sidewalk not detectable underfoot (no truncated domes)
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DESTINATIONS

Santa Cruz Health Center
1080 Emeline Ave, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
66, 68

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
300 ft. , 1000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
200

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Sidewalk paths between bus and between buildings missing in some areas
- Railings are narrow
- Paths are steep
- Bus service infrequent
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DESTINATIONS

Santa Cruz Medical – Endocrinology
815 Bay Ave, Capitola, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
54

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
200 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Path from bus to facility challenging (facility in back of parking lot)
- Bus service on Bay Ave infrequent
- Path from frequent bus service on Soquel dangerous (cross on ramps, under freeway)
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DESTINATIONS

Santa Cruz Medical Clinic
2950 Research Park Dr, Soquel, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
69N, 69W, 70, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
N/A

Estimated Daily Use:
152

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Path of access problematic if going to Santa Cruz or coming from Watsonville
- Crossing at Research Park Drive not safe
- No sidewalks between Research Park Dr and 41st Ave
- Pedestrians forced into the dirt and/or the street
- Need activated crossing light
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DESTINATIONS

Senior Citizens Legal Services
114 E. 5th St, Watsonville, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
69A, 71, 75, 76, 79

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
1000 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
-
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DESTINATIONS

Sutter Maternity & Surgery Center
2900 Chanticleer Ave, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
53, 70, 71, 91X

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
200 ft., 800 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
73

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Signal problematic
- Path to Thurber (signal) rough and lacking sidewalks
- Curvy sidewalks hard to navigate for sight impaired
- Inconsistent textures for pathways
- Crossings through parking lot problematic
- Need activated signal
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DESTINATIONS

Vista Center for the Blind
413 Laurel St, Santa Cruz, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
12, 15, 16, 40, 41, 42

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
<100 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
7

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Curb cut needed near swimming pool and near bus stop
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DESTINATIONS

Watsonville Community Hospital
75 Nielson St, Watsonville, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
69, 74

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
100 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- No audible crossing services
- No shelter for outbound bus stop
- Sidewalk not detectable underfoot (no truncated domes)
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DESTINATIONS

Watsonville Nursing and Rehabilitation Centers
525 Auto Center Dr, Watsonville, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
200 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
275

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
- Narrow sidewalks
- Crossing problematic
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DESTINATIONS

Watsonville Pharmacy
1433 Freedom Blvd, Watsonville, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
69A, 71

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
50 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
-
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DESTINATIONS

Watsonville Senior Center
114 E. 5th St, Watsonville, CA

Nearest Transit Route(s):
69A, 71, 75, 79

Walking Distance to Transit Stop(s):
500 ft.

Estimated Daily Use:
N/A

Sidewalk Conditions & Accessibility Issues:
-
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APPENDIX E

Online Hazard Report

Search Keywords

MEETINGS
& EVENTS

FUNDING &
PLANNING

Motorist Assistance
Bicycle Services
Pedestrian Services

PROJECTS

SERVICES

ABOUT
THE RTC

COMMUTE
SOLUTIONS

Bicycle and Pedestrian Hazard Report
Notify us of obstacles or hazards that may inhibit bike or pedestrian travel by using the
RTC’s Hazard Report. These reports are forwarded to the appropriate local jurisdiction for action.
Reports may be submitted at any time.

Hazard Report
Sustainable Options

Type of hazard:

Pedestrian

Priority:

Minor

Greenhouse Gas Reduction
Bus/Transit
Seniors & Accessible
Transportation Services
RTC Library

Location of hazard—include street or road, cross street, direction of travel (north, south,
east or west) as best you can. Consider including information regarding nearest address or
mileage marker or nearby signpost:
Street/road

Cross Street

City

Direction of Travel

Nearest Address or Mile Marker

Use this map to locate the hazard you wish to report.
C h e c k

a l l

t h a t

a p p l y

a n d

d e s c r i b e

b e l o w :

Rough pavement or potholes
Pavement cracks
Lighting problem
Plant overgrow th or interference
Traffic signal problem
Railroad hazard
Debris on shoulder or bikew ay
Hazardous drain grate
Bikew ay not clearly marked
Damaged bikew ay signs
Vehicles or objects blocking sidew alk
Lack of sidew alk
Debris on sidew alk
Damaged sidew alk
Lack of w heelchair access

E-1

Excessive drivew ay slope
Sidew alk too narrow
Pole blocking w alkw ay
No crossw alk or striping
Construction hazard
Other
Please add any relevant descriptive details or comments, or how this hazard has impacted
you:

To provide a photo or sketch of the hazard, insert a file here (max. size 1MB):

Choose File No file selected

The following optional fields will allow the entity responsible for adressing the hazard to
contact you if additional details are needed. It will also allow an email acknowledgement of
your submission.
Your full name:
(required)

Your email address:
(valid email required)

Your phone number:

W here did you hear about this form?

NOTE: Private property owners are responsible for the maintenance of sidewalks adjacent
to their property, per California law. Hazard reports for these conditions will be forwarded
to the property owner. See 2010 Report on Sidewalk Safety and Accessibility
If you prefer you can fill out a PDF downloadable form, rather than using the online form:
Pedestrian or Bicycle.

Submit

HOME MEETINGS & EVENTS PLANNING & FUNDING PROJEC TS PROGRAMS & SERVIC ES ABOUT C OMMUTE SOLUTIONS C ONTAC T US
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APPENDIX F

Outreach Activities

Appendix F: Pedestrian Safety Work Group Outreach Campaign Results
Medium

Content

Date

Press Releases

Pedestrian Maintenance Report Available
Transportation Café on Pedestrian & Bike
When Sidewalks are Safe ‐1st Article in Sentinel
Guest Article by United Way Director in Register‐
Pajaronian
Advocates want Improved Sidewalks ‐ Sentinel
For Safety of All ‐ 2nd Article in Sentinel
Street Smarts Column Guest Blog
Our Town newsletter – City of Watsonville (1)
Street Smarts Column
PSA #1 ‐ Community Value (1, 2)
PSA # 2 – Sidewalk Standards (1, 2)
PSA # 3 – Maintenance Responsibilities (1, 2)
KUSP’s Land Use Report
PSA # 4 – Reporting Methods (1, 2)
First Person Singular on KUSP

5/25/10
1/3/11
8/7/11
9/28/11

KPIG Hog Call
KSCO Guest on Saturday Special
Pedestrian Topic on RTC’s Transportation Cafe
PSA #1 – Community Value (3)
PSA # 2 – Sidewalk Standards (3)
PSA # 3 – Maintenance Responsibilities (3)
PSA # 4 – Reporting Methods (3)
Guest on Human Rights Now
Guest on Let’s Talk
Post FAQs
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District
City of Capitola
City of Scotts Valley
County of Santa Cruz
City of Santa Cruz
Kiwanis
Regional Transportation Commission
City of Watsonville
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
City of Capitola
City of Scotts Valley

9/11
3/12
12/7/10
6/3/11
6/3/11
6/3/11
6/3/11
3/3/12
3/12
3/12
6/3/10
6/24/11
6/11
8/3/11
8/23/11
9/13/11
9/16/11
11/8/11
1/24/2012
3/1/12
3/8/12
3/12

Articles

Radio

Television

Electronic
Presentations

9/28/11
9/11/11
11/4/11
12/11
2/13/12
6/29/11
8/2/11
8/26/11
9/2/11
9/30/11
9/11

PSWG
Generated

Media
Earned

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Attach‐
ment

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Key:
PSA – Public Service Announcement
Notes: 1. In both English and Spanish
2. Work Group generated Public Service Announcements in English and Spanish and disseminated them to local
radio stations. Stations do not provide tracking data on if and when they play the PSAs, but Work Group and
others reported hearing them on various stations.
3. Work Group went into the studio at Community Television and produced 4 Public Service Announcements in
English for use by the area’s television stations. They were disseminated, but no tracking data for if and when
they played is available.

